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WHAT IS USMES?

, USMES challenges students to s9lvereaI(''
Aoblemd within their school ind4ommunity.
Students tackle problemslike a busy or unl-

safe intersectionnear their school, class-
room furniture tpatitoesnit fit them, OT

-playground's thavare crowded or uninterest-

ing. These problems have immediate and

practicgl impact on students. They hate

no established, correct solutions-n-students
take'or recommend action based Upon whatever

data they collect and analyze. Furthermore,

direct the problem-solving process.

the students themselves, not the teacher,/

,W)

Solving real problems is interdisc lin-

ary: skills; processes, and concepts; rom
science, mathematioa, sOcial science, and
language arts all play a part. For example,

students conduct opinion surveys, build
measuring devices,.write letters,-and make

.and use graphs: They alsomake decisions,
work productively in small groupS,'and

develop and clarify values. :

The USMES curric Ium is organized into
twenpy-six'problems, or units, that haire

leen_developed in the oleSeroom.by teachers
and ,students in a wide Variety.of schools.
Most.units can.be used in grades.K-Er,al-
fhough the level at which studehts approach

problemand,deyelop a solution will vary .
according to age, abilityt And interest::

.7,.!

RESOURCES FOR

ANIMMES-PROtRA
,

-In.addition to the USMES "ilow To"

Series', thde are---of

The USBES%Guide: ,This book"desdribes
the USMES projey.real problem solv
clasaroom strategies, the Design Labs
the units, and tile support materialsie

well as ways thatOMES helps studehts
learn basic skilri: A section in the
guide cOrrelates the twenty-six USMES
units with topics.in Science, Mather
matics, Social Science, Language Arts,
Career Education, and Consumer Education

. .-

Teacher Resource BookS (one per unit):e
Each Of these guides.to using, USMES
uniti'describes a broad problei, ex-

Plains hoW stfidents.might*narrow that
: problem.to meet their particular needi,

recOMmends classroom s rategigs, and

presents logs from teachers whOse
classes have worked bn the unit. .

;Design.Lab Manual: Thia guide he1s ,
teachers and administrators set up, run,
and use a Design Lab--a place with tools

-z-,and materials where students can build

thingatheyneed-for-thefwork: onTUSMEe--
units. A Design Lab may be.4 corner of
a classroom; a portable carti or a
separate;roor. 0

ak

.

Dackground Papecs: These papers provide
teaChers with information and hints that

, do not appear in the stUdent materials..

.10

, ,C*. 0 .

Th0 Him 1 i Series is a resource dtiveioped vyi ula USMES prole<t, Earle L. Lomun.Prujijk.i Directuj. Betty M Beck. AssuLlate Director tor
Deveimmen . Thomas L. BroyntaNssociate ifirettar tor Utslimitin Studies, Ouintun E. Bake". Associaltft Directur furAdrninistraDon.
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THE UWEg INTERMEDIATE HOW TO SERIES -

USMES and Skills

,USMES itudents often see a need to learn
new skills to help them/get a problem-
solving job done. Students seeking to im-

prove a itreet crossing may want to learn
how to et stopwatch or how to,make a

trundle e0'.., ttudents,comOaripg differ-
ent lirands bf 'Paper/towels may went to

learn how to design an experimeni and how
to make a bar)graph. The list cin go on
and on, _but the pattern is clear; soYving .

a real problem requires skills.,

Purpose of 'HoW To' Sericis
v

Materials that help students'learn
skills like designing an opinion survey and

'choosing the apprdpriate measqring tool,are
not readily available for int,ermediate grade
students. :The USMES Intermediate "How To".,
Series fills tbis gaP. Its magazine-style'

format helps students acquire, the skills
,and 'knowledge they need to.do things like
redesign their classroom, find the best buy
in potato :chips, or run'a school store.

How to Use the 'How To' Series

Wait for a need. When a 'student asks
for help, refer him or her to the approPri-,
ate booklet. Hakring a'student read a book-,

.let before there is a need td do so Will not
only result iniless effective learning but
411 defeat the USMES purpose of allowing
dtudents to decide what needb tO be done.

4

When necessary, use the "How To" Series
as a teaching aid. Most of the time stu-
dents will be able to go through a booklet
by themselves,and,learn the skills they
need to learn. However, some material'in
some sets is difficult and somewhat abstract.
When the booklet by itself is not doing the
job, feel free to step in and help the stu-
dent go through it.-

/

Knowing how the contents of the booklets
are organized may help in dsing the series
effectively.

The first page tells whjor whena'
student may need. the skill covered
in the booklet, and includes a
table of contents.

EaCh booklet contains several ex-
amples or stories about students
using the skill or process being.
taught. Each &ample emphakzes
a different aspect of the or

a potential pitfall.

When information in other booklets
'may help the student, the titles
of theebooklets are included in
the text,

4, The last Pages of each booklet con-
tain a summary of the points cov-
ered'in the booklet.

t,OTHER USMES,HOW TO SERIES
Beginning "How To" Series: This,

cartoon-style series covers in less detail

much of the saMe material as tbe Interme-
diate Series. Its,tartoon-stile format
helps younger children and,those with read:-

difOculties acquire the skills needed.

to work on a real p'roblei.

'Design Lab "How To" Series: These A

illutrated cards help children learn how
use tools safely and effactivelyb

.

,

"How To" Cards: This series is printed
on colored car4 stock rather than paper.
They contain feWer words than the Interme-
diate "HoW To" Series and utilize the Amer-
ican system of units (ft./lb./sec.) rather
than fhe metric system. The Collecting
Data set, holever, is,not available in the
"Bow To" CarOs. *. -4

4



INTERMEDIATE.HOW iO SERIES

A

4.

COLLEAtTING DATA

Collect ,Good Dat4'

Round Off Data
Record Data '

Do ar F.Xperiment

Make an Opinion Survey
Choose a Sample .

4RAPRING

Choose Which G ph to Make

Make a Bar Graph
Make a Histogiam
Make a Line Giaph ,

Make a Conversion Graph
Use Graphs to Conipare Two SeteNif Data

p.

MEASURING

4

,

Use a Stopwatch
' Choose'the Right Toolito Measure Distance

Use a Trundle Wheel
Make a Scale Drawing
Find the Speed Of Things

SIMPLIFYING DATA

Tell What Your Data ShoW
Find 4he Median
Find the Mean
Find the Mode
Find Different Kinde of Ranges
Use key Numbers to Compare Two Sets of Data

4t

edc

4
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WOW TO"

a

TELL WHAT YOUR DATA SHbW

Maybe you have collected one set of data. Now you have a bunch of numbers.

Number can be confusing. Especially when You, have a lot Of them. 'You may be

wondering how your data can help you solve your Aoblem.

1

You can use your 'data tO find KEY N'UMBER5. KEY NUMBERS will make the data.easy

to understand. They will help you salve your problem.

Different keys work for different doors. *nd different kEY NUMBERS work for

different kinds of data. You need to choose the right KEY NUMBER or NUMBERS

for YOUR data. You need to choose the right'KEY NUMBER for what you need to

' know.

The stories inside tell about four drabrent KEY NUMBERS, the MODE, the MEDIAN,
the MEAN, and the RANGE. They,tell how students use a KEY NUMBER to solve their

problem.

READ THE STORIES.
TH414 READ l'Amy
SETE oF DATA
DO YOU HAVE pal.

To "Ii$E KEY
NUMBERS To COMPARE
TWO $ETS oF DATA.

They will help you decide which KEY NUMBER to use with youri data.

REMEMBER: You should know why you collected your data.....and what you wanted

to find out. Then you can decide what to do with your data.
You can decide which KEY NUMBER.to use..

KAT'S INSIDE
DEFINITIONS OF KEY NUMBERS . 2

THE MODE: FINDING OUT WHAT THE MOST PEOPLE WANT 5

THE MEDIAN: FINDING THE BEST MEASUREMENT 6

THE,MEAN: MAKING A PREDICTION
,...

7

MEDIAN OR MEAN? s 8

THE MIDDLE RANGE: ANOTHER WAX 30 MAKE A PREDICTION 11

\...WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WITH YOUR DATA?

01977 by Education Developmene Center, Inc. All righps reserved
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DEFINITIONS OFIEY NUMBERS

MODE: The number or thingf:that is listed the most times iiea set
If you make a bar graph,'the mode is shown by the highest bay.

L.,

IhA THE MODE.
THERE'S MORE OF

ME THAN ANY
OTHER NVINAgER.

of data.

ON A BAR GRAP1-IN
MY BAR IS HIGHES1j.

L1.1

n_

17-

tlj

1643)11111Z 1

0
Ck

kd 2CD

i 2 3 LI 5 6
SIDE5 OF A DIE

5

MEDIAN: The middle number in a set of data-that has been put in order from

,smallest to largest. There are just as many numbers smaller than the median

as there are numbers larger.than the median.

V2)1 MEAN: oThe number that shows the amoun
4

4

, You can find the mean by dividing the
dhta,by the number of numbers in your

'called tht average.

WHY DO I ALWA EN
) Ill 'THE IDDLE ?

t per week, per p son, per meter.
sum of the7numbers in your set of
set of data.1 The4mean is often

1

0

0

22 +19 +26 +2o +17 +

+20 + 21+28 = 198

q 1

s...
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' FULL RANGE: The full range is the difference between the largest and smallest
numbers in a.aet of data. It shcvs how 11.i.kh the data changes o varies.-

-3

S41.1EST

Vs

OUR IlEIGHTS

; LARGEST GO FROM q5cm
TO 150cm
OUR HEIGI-ITS

HAVt A FULL RANGE

OF. .55cm
130 iggi 1110

cm cm

1

FULL
F.-- RANGE

55 cm
LARGEST.

'

.A.12

.MIDDLE RANGE: This range goes frod the smallest.to the largest number in
the middle half of the dat

I
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?

,Somet1me6 you may want to use the smallest and largest numbers in, thern
a

middle range:,

,
414

THE M101:54
RANGE GOES FROM

115 cm TO 130cm.

Sometimes you may want to find,the difference between the largest and
smallest numbers in the middle rapge. ,

OUR HEIGHTS HAVE
A MIDDLE RANGE
OF 15cm. ,

YA.
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THE"MOA; FINDDIG OUT WHAT THE,MOST PEOPLE WAliT

Y6u.may Want_to decide.:

What is the most impbrtant problem to::4,,
work on?

. . -
Which soft:drink should we serve at
our party?
What ty,pe of,games should we'.1nak

play :during 6ur:-free .

Or you.may want to d edide something else.

You may have Made an ap4n4an survey to
help you decide.' Now yod need ta use

the 'survey-data. The MODE"-is good to

use for this'. The torg is the number
or thing that islisted the most times
in a set of data.

.

This wfample shows how two students use the MODE to make a decision.
4

,

Ttrry and Hal want...to ICMDW which*drink

survey their class to fl,nd atit. The late

Hal and Terry look at.the -survey -

data. They want tb pick the most.
popular drink. They want to pick the

(drink that got the most uotes. 4

ORANGE got 6te most 378iei. It was

listed the most times in the survey.
It-is the MODE.

Hal andsTerry want to serve orange

drink at thd party. They make a bar
graph and show' it to the clars,

It looks like this.

Everyone agrees that orange drink -

should be served at the party.

/

j"----TO FIND OUT MORE
MOUT TIE mpoE,
SEE "How TO.,
FIND THE MODE,

to serve at their
from dleir survey
4'

class party. They

look like this.

URINES PEOPLE LIKE OCT. 26

DRINK ^ NUMBER OP VOTEe

DRINIC#1: CHERRY
111

3

DUNK #2: GRAPE
. 04* 7

6RINIC #3: 1,ORANGE 1444 igo+r 10

DRINK #4: RooT BEER Ittt 1 - - 6

Ar

PRINKS ,PEOPlt

DRImk

co
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THE MEDIAII: FINDING' THE tEST' MEASURMENT psE
z-

You want to lind'out the pest height for a
.poSer or table, or:the best size to make some-

thing. It should be a height or size that is
close to what most people will like. Or you

may have measured something several times and
now you.want to pick the best measurement.

The MEDIAN is a good nUmber to use for this..
The MEDI)N is 'the middle number in a set of

ata. ,

4 Sue Bill, and Randy are trying to decide on the
best height for a work.table in their classroom. They /

have made up a test to find out the heights that

students in the classroom like.

After the test, they make a list of the heights that the students like.

Their 1ist loolip like this.

71 cm; 67. cm; 7.4 cm,s70.cm, 67 cm, 65 cm, 73 cm, 68 cm, 71 cm, 69 cm, 66 cm,

67 cm, 724cm, 70 cm, 73 az, 65 cm, 69 cm, 71 cm, 7i cm, 66:cm, 73/Cm.

A

Tfiey want to use the numbers that they have collected to find out-the best

height for most people in the classroom. They.are looking for a typical

number. They decide'to find the median of their s'et qf data.

They read "How To" Fin4 the Median. First, they put'the heights in order

from imallest to largest:

65, 65, 66, 66, 67,67, 67 69, 69, 70, 70, 71, 71, 71, 72, 72, 73,
73, 73, 74.4

The'l: they find the middle number by crossing off as many numbers fkom one

end as from the other, end.

, , , ,r) X,);(, )4 T4 Oe(9 X 554 X,.

4, MEDIAN

They decide to make the table 70 centimeters high. Seventy centimeters is
th'e number that is closest to the height.that most peciplg like.

t.

S.
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THE MEAN
IS CALLED

THE AVER GE,
TOO

THE MEAN: MAKING A PREDICTION

7

Sometimes you.may need to make a prediction.

Maybe You want to predict how many--
pencils the sdhodl store will need. .

Maybe you want to predict how many
cans of soft drinks will be needed

for your class picnic.

Maybe you want to predict something
else. 4

1

k The MEAN is a good number to use for predictions.

(The MEAN is usually called the average, in elementary

school.)

In the.next example, three students,solve their pralem by using the MEAN to make

a prediction.

Anna, Louise, and Kathy are running the schoo). store. They want to find out

how many Oencils to.order for the rest of the school year. But they don't want to

guess. Louise has recorded how many pencils students have bought fat- Wre last

twelve weeks. The da,ta look like this..
\ t ),

... PENCILS BOUGHT BY STUDENTS

WEEK OF
.

NUMBER OF
PENCILS WEEK OF

:
.

NUMBER oy
PENCILS

i

Jan. 18 54 Mar. 1 37

Jan. 25 30 Mar.- 8 29.

Feb. 1 23 \ Mar. 15 32

Feb. 8 19 Mar. 22 . 25

Feb. 15 ..., 34 Mar% 29 33

'Feb. 22 0 Apr. 5 32
,

.
,

They decide to find the mean number of pencils bought by the students per

week. They read "How to" Find the Aean..

First, they add up the number of pencils:

54 + 30,+ 23 + i9 34; O.+ 37 + 29 + 32 + .25 + 33 + .32 = 348

\I ,

Second, they count he number of.weeks; 12

1 0
-IL A..,

e

40.



41-'

400.

4

Third, they divide the sum of the number o pencils by the number of weeks:
I

;

SUM OF PENCILS - 348
= 29 pencils per week

NUMBBR OF WEEKS 12

Now they know,that students usually buy about 29 pencils a week. They also
know that there are 10 weeks'of school left. They multiplx,29 x 10 to find
opt how many penc to prder. They need to order about 29Q_pencils.

MEDIAN OR MEAN?

Sometimes it is hard to decide whether to use
the median or.the mean% These etories tell
about some things that can help you-decide.'

A MEDIAN STORY

Tony and Sam have measured the width of their classroom five tLies. Their
data look like this.

VIBi OF OUR CLASSROOM (cm)
895/, 894, 896, 867, 895

4
They want to use the data to find the best measurement of the width.

Tig
ONE!

WHICH SHOULD THEY USE, THE MEDIAN OR \THE MEAN?

Tohy looks atthe data: He notices that
one of the measurements is much'smaller
than the others. But he can't figure
out why. Sam thinks that is is just a mis-
take. ,He can't think of any other reason
that it is so different from the other
numbers either. f,

'WHEN THE DATA ARE I, KE THIS,'YOU SHOULD USE THE MEDIAN.

WHY zs.T4' MEDIAN IETTER TO USe?

WIDTH OF OuR
. CLASSROOM

8951894,896j8671 69 5

The median is,the middle number in the set of data. When you find the median,
it does not matterbow4big or how small the biggest and smalles,.t numbers in the
set of data are. The median will not change if a few of the n&L7zbers happen to
be mistakes.

13



THE MEDIAN WINS AGAIN!

Charlene and Linda want to find oUt how
long it will take their class to make500
belts. They decide to Count how many
belts the class makes each day. They
Count the number of belts made by the
class on 10 different days. Their data
look like this. '

They want to use the data to find out
how many belts the class makes on a typical
day.

V.

WHICH SHOULD THEY USE, THE MEDI OR THE MEAN?

BELTS MADE

DATE NUMBER OF BELTS

2. 17..Nov.

Nov. 3 19

Nov. 4 24

.Nov.. 6 1

Nov. 9 ) 22

Nov. 10 21

Nov.'12 23

Nov.i 16 16

Nov. 17 21

Nov. 20 23

They look at the data, Linda says, "There's only one thing strange about
A'these numbers. That's the 1 for November 6."

."Yes," says Charlene, "The blade for the leather cutter snapped that
day right after we cut the first belt, and therewere no spare blades. But
we keep them on hand- now. So that won't happen again."

WHEN THE DATA ARE LIKE THIS, YOU SHOULD USEITHE MEDIAN.

WHY XS THE MEDIAN BETTER TO USE?

In this case,. the 1 i;\,an_unusual umber that won't happen again. You shouldn't
let the 1 change the answer. median will nOt change if the 1\i's included
in the data. But the mean wil . That's why it's better to dse the median.

MEM NUMBeR OF
BELTS PER DAY = 18.7

A

9

MEDIAN AlwvigiR
OF Buss PEP DAY:: 21
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A MEAN STORY

Ginny and Marie are recording the amount of food wasted in the lunchroom.
They count the portions of food that the children throw out each day. They have

made a data chart. It looks like this.

FOOD WASTED
WEEK OF NUMBER

OF PORTIONS
WEEK OF 41t#48"-

OP PORTIONS

MAR. 3
MAR.10
MAR. 17
MAR.31

122
-77
23
65

ANIL 6
, APRIL 13
ARM 20
Aft. 27

89
5 8

53
IR

Ginn); and Marie want to find one number that tells the typical amount of

food wasted. They want to predict how much food will be wasted during the

'rest of the year.
A

WHICH SHOULD THEY USE, THE MEDIAN OR THE MEAN?

First they 1ook at the Aata. They find both he median and fhe mean. The

median is 54 whili the mean is 59.5. Then they notiggIthat some of the numbers

are very different frOm the others. They look unusually large or small.

Ginny says that the Apount of food wasted during a week might be very smail

if there are many students absent that week. Or it might b'e small if the weekly

menu is popular with the students. And the amount of food wasted.during a week
might be large if several unpopular meals are served.

These things make some oi the numbers unusually large or small, but theY are not .

mistakes. These things kill probably happen a4ain. They must be considered in

making a prediction.

WHEN THE DATA ARE LIKE THIS, YOU SHOULD USE THE MEAN.

Ginny and Marie use the mean of 59,5 portions of food wasted per weekqo
predict how much food win be wasted during tilt, last 8 weeks of school. They

report that about 4f6 portions of food will bewasted before Ochool ends.
.1

WHY IS THE MEANJ3ETTER TO USE?

When you find the mean, you add up all the numbers-as a first step. Numbers
that are very different but show an unusual happening will be taken into account.
Leaving out some will give a wrong answer when you want to.predict a tote/ amount
Of something for a long period of time.

k
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MEDIAN OR MEAN: HOW TO DECIDE WITH YOUR SET OF DATA

1. Look at your data. Are there some numbers that are very different from

the others?

2. Is it hard toitell whether some nUbbers are very different from the pthers?
If ao, make a(graph or chart of your data.

3. If some numbers are very different, you will have to decide why they are

different.

Are the numberd likely to Eg Mistakes? USE THE MEDIAN.

Are the numbers due to something unusual that will probably

not happen again? USE THE MEDIAN.
,1\

'Are the numbers due to something unusual that may happen
again and must be considered in the future?* USE THE MEAN:

\
-

4. If you are not sure, then you can rind either; the median or the mean.

Or%you can find both of them. To find out More about medians and pea
read "How To" -Find the Median and "How To"Find the Mean.

THE MIDDLE RANGE: ANOTHER WAY TO HAKE A PREDICTION

Maybe you are planning a picnic or a
Sicycle trip. If you can predict what
ghe temperature will be during the
picnic or bike trip, then you can plan
better. The MIDDLE RANGE is good for-

this. It uses the highest and lowest,
numbers, in the middle half of the data.

In the next example, some children
predict t e most likely temperature
range for7their clss picnic.

Denise and Jason Want to predict what the temperature will be for their class
picnic.' It will be,held on May 26. .

0

They go to the library and find a book that lists temperatures. It tells the
highest tempera4r6 on May 26 for 1976, for 1975, and all the way back to.1900.
Denise and Jason want. to use the highest tempetatures becauSe the picnic will
be held during the hottest part of the day.
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Denise and Jdson decide that they will list the highest temperatures on

May 26 from 1976 back to 19A9. They will have 28 numbers. They think th4 is

enough numbers to nake a prediction.

ta." They retfiew by reading "How/
Jason says, "Lei's make a 9f

our da
Tee.Make a Higtogram. They decide to

group the temperatures by fives. Then

they make a histogram. It looks lIke

this.
.

Denise looki at the highest column on

the histogram. It shows the temperatpres

. from 63 to 67 degreeg. She counts the

Xs. There arer8 Xs in it. "It Will

prOably be ftbm'n to 67 degrees for the
- 'picnic," she says. "That column has the

mist Xs."
TErAPEitAllAtS(*F5

jason 16oks at the graph.' "There are 28 Xs all together. 8 out Of 28 isn't

vecsy much.0 There are 8 chanceS out of 28 that the temperature will.Nhe between

63 and 67 . 'But there are 20 chances out af 28 that it won't be because

28 - 8 = 20."

)(XX
JO<
AxIXINXIXIf 1%. r r%

141 wi ft lb.
t I I 0 I
68.0%.**041eM6. tftlleM
01 4' Er) Pm

[XJ

"How can we ftedict, ,then?" asks Denise.

Jason has an idea. "Look," he says, "there are more Xs in the middle of the

graph than on the sides. Let's find the middle half of the data. Theie are 28

Xs all together so half of that would be 14. There will be 14 Xs in the middle

half of the data and 14 Xs.outside. If we use the middle half, we will have

14 chances 'of being right and 14 chances of being Wrong. that's a 50% chance

of being right.". r

Denise isn't sure how to do that,
but Jason shows her how. "All we have

to do is cross off 7 Xs fr
7g end. There are 14 Xs left

middle. Jason draws a loop
L.them. Now the graph looks li
this.

m each
n the
ibund

.Jason points to the numbers inside
the loop. "The range of the middle
half of the temperatures goes from
58° to 72°P. If we predict the tem-
perature will be 580 - 72°F.;, we'll
have a 50% chance of being,right."

'TEInliERATtifIE
FOR WIWI VG

'

.1 pa)(11 111siorantRANiftI ODLE

1.1111111111
MUMCO 711111WM F.7111

Iramoil
IVAN

M.:143
ME MIR
71 Ci M.

i7) vet kr) _L
tml If% 0, C6

TEMPERRTuRttF)

/
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Denise looks 'at theo, graph again. She aske Jason about the other Xs,

between 58° and 42° tliat aren't ihOde the iooVet''.'h
i /

$ , 1

Jason is happy.. "There are 2 extra Xs. That Means that our.chances of,

predActing the right temperature are even better. We hive more than a 50%

chance of being right." le

'- . . ..
. .

"Thatis a good prediction,". Denise says. "We can tell the rest of the
< ,

class that th temperature will probably be between 580 and 720F. for the

IS

picitic. That s a range of 14
o
but it will help s6me."

344%

,

-;

THE MIDDLE INGE
is THE RANGE ()FINE
MIDDLE HALF or

THE DATA.

4

To FIND OUT ntioa
ABOUT RANGES,
READ," 0 A Tell,
FIND MPH NT- .

JNDS OF

4

13
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WHAT/SHOULD.YOU DO.WITH xon DATA?

Befote you do anything wi:th, your data,,check your numbers%

rf

, .

Do your numbeirs take'sense?
4 Did you measure what you wanted to measure?.

If your data look wrong, you may have to'collect new data.

fv*

-If you have survey data, read "How To" Make An Opiriion SJtvey:

If your data are measuremehts, read YHow To" Collect Good Data.

1

Sui*o'e you have Fhecked your numbers. Thei look O.K.

What should you 4 with your data? Which RgY NUMBER,

should you find? You_can follow this checkiist. It

' heto you decide.

1. rknow why you collected your data. Talk wtth your

group about what.you want to find out.

%

2. Do you want to find out what got ehe most
votes or was listed the most times on a

survey? It might be the most,votes for
,*4va soft drink or for a'game to play. You

are looking tor the thing that occurs the
, Those often. You want to find the MODE.

3

414

Are you looking for a typical number like the
best height for a table or the best.size tor

An apron? Do you want to find the best mea-
sgrement of a room or a-tablaafker measuring

it several times? If you are-looking for
something.lIke_one of.these things, find the

MEDIAN of your data.

a

4.

4

''S t
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4, You may want to tise your data to make a pre-
diction oyer a long period of time. You may
want ,to predict how many pencils are needed
for the school store.- If so, find the MEAN
of your data.

If you'Eie not sure about whether to use the
4.. MEDtAN or the MEAN, then use the one you

like best. They will both describe'your
data well.

-

6. .Maybe you want to predict something but just
one number is not a good prediction. It might
be a pre4ction of the most likely temperature
range at noon on a certain day. If so, then
use the MIDDLE RANGE of your _data:

7. Are yoje still cOnfused.about what to do with your

datarNnybe doing one of.thete things will help%

A. Look at the stories in ths booklet again.

B. *Look at_other booklets in this set:

"How To" Find the Mode
"How To" Find the Median'
"How ToFind the Mean

' "How To"...Eind Different Kinds of Ranges

C. Make a graph of your data. If you are not
sure about what kind of graph to make for
ypur data, you can read "How To" Choose Which
Graph To Make for One Seb\of Data to find out.

D. ,lben look at your dati again to decide what
ypu want to do.

'

This material based upon research supported by the National Science Fuundation under Greot Nu. SED69-0107 I. Aor

ede lindings, and conc relusions or commendations expressed in this pub iolicatil are those of the authors and du r

2 0
,er I y

ISBN. 0-892q2420.p
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.the views of the National Science Foundation.
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FIND THE MEDIAN
04

')

0

D6 you want to mgke sure you have a good measurement of something? You may be

deasuring the height of a table or the length of a bicycle path and want to be'

sure'your measurement isn't way off. Do you wgnt to compare the numbee§ or

measurements for two groups of things? You mgy want to compare the heightsof

two groups of plants'or the strengths of two kinds of string.

tICYCLE

3o1.5m
I PO LA

04-0,"t,Limf.44011CA

101k

IV

THE MEDIAN IS GOOD TO USE FOR THES IhINGS AND MANY'OTHERS.

WHIS THE,MEDIAN? !,

HAVE YOU
READ(
"How TO
TELL WHA
YOUR

DATA SHow

. ..0

i

...

t
.

The rn dian-is the. middle nuMber or measurement in a set 6f data. Half of

the numbers in the set of data are abave the median and half are below the
. 1

mediari.
gib

HOW DO YOU FIND.THE MEDIAN?

yr

It is easy to'find the median. There are three,dif4erent you
,

can'usel
5

. tbf Crossing-Off Nay, the. Counting Way, and tIle-tHistogram,C*., This book-.

. let will help You learn how and when to use each wgy, Andyou will find..

.96t,how 0 decide which w4.1.0)est fop your,data.
.

, ..

s WHEN,CAN Iltb(SE THE MEDIAN? .. . ',

,
is . e

, . . ..

. . . r

You shoUid use the.mediah when same otyour datg.are urasually large or

small and are likely to be.mistakes'Or.ax0cluesp gOmetIling that' won't

happen again. You can also use the median wheW now of your.data are

unusual. The tl.:taxies in this booklet will show youTays to use the

'. median.

41.C/iT'S INSIDE

. WAYS TO FIND THEIMEDIAN"

't PAGE.\
' 2 "

THE CROSSING-OFF WAY: MEASURING THE PLAYGROUND 4 .

THE CROSSING-OFF WAYt MEASURING A BICYCLE'PATH 6

THE COUNTING WAY: 'A FEW STRANGE NUMBERS .' kt a

THE HISTOGRAM WAY: FINDING THE BEST HEI T FOR A POpTER. 11

A PLANT EXPERIMENT ,,, t J 14

FINDING OUT HOW WELL SOME PLANTS GREW 16

WHEN CAN 'YOU USE THE MpIAN? t 17

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND
.,

4. 19

©1977 by Education Development Center, Ins. AllFights reserVed

.
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WAYS TO FIND'THE MEDIAN

LOOK TO SEE WHAT YOUR uATA ARE. YOUR DATA MAY RE

iME4SUREMENTS GROUPED MEASURMENTS

Al

There are thee ways 'to find the median. Use the'first two ways,if your data
j

are NUMBER COUNTS or MEASUREMENTS. Use the third way if yorldatafare T1OUPED

MEASUREMENTS:

The Crossing-Off Way

Put your data in order from smallest to largest.

Cross off numbers from each end of your list of
data until there are only one or two nanbers

left. You should cross off'as many numbers

from one end as from the other end.

If you have one number, 'you are'finished. If

you have two-numbers, then you must find the
number halfway between the two numbers. You

can do this'in ybur head or by drawing a ndmber

line. Or you can 4dd the two numbers together

and then divide by 2.
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The Counting Way

Put yourldata in order from smallest to largest.
.

TATA

6)2)79)5)3
1)17I

J 1,5 .,3,2

2,3t)-7,ci
1 ,5,--,-

,

Coudtour pieces of data fnd dvLde that
number by 2. You will gel either a whole
number or a whole number-plus a half.

4PIECES OF.
DATA:.

62 =3.
If

3

youn answer is a WHOLE NUMBER,
count that many pieces of data
starting with the smallest Aumber.

If your answer is a WHOLE NUMBER
PLUS A HALF, change it td the next
higher whole dumber....

. 213, 5,G7;T

Look at the number you stopped on.
Look at the next number in the

data. Add these two nuibers to-
gethet and.divide by 2.

r GTOPPEO

ON 5 .

Count that many piedes of data'

starting with the smallest mmmbet.

Your answer is the ADIAN. 41

#

Look, At the number) you .stopped pn.

It is the MEDIAN.

3 \Is' 1-BE
MEDI AN.

4-
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. 13. ThR Histograp
!

f

i

-
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.

If you have a lot of measurements, you can pet the& in groups and make a
. HfSTObRAM to find the MEDIAN. \The story called "FINDING THE BEST HEIGHT FOR
IA POSTER" will help yoU do this. If you don't'know how to makp a. histogram,

.

. read "How To" Make a Histogram.

t
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THE CROSSING-OFF WAY: MEASURING THE PLAYGROUND

You should use the MEDIAN when you want t.1 'be sure that you have a good
measurement. You can find the MEDIAN by measuring severAl times and then using
the CROSSING-OFF WAY. That's what tile children in the neit two stories find
out. 4

Gene, Carols and Pauls-want to measure their
school plAyground. They have a tape measure that

. is 10 veeers long to measure.with. The play-
ground is big. They will haVe to move the tape
measure many times. It will *e easy to make a
mistake.
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'Gene, thinks about

bad if their measure
'sides of theslaygro
theasure the sides fi

median. The median
actual distance."

f,)

,\

11 the work ihey must do to measure. Itwould be too
ents are o'ff by a lot. "I, think we should measure the'

nd more than once," he tells the others. "We should

e times.. We can use the middle measurement. That's the
s the measurement that's most likefy to be close to the

Carol And Paula decida,that -Gene's idea is gOOd. They meastire the play-

ground 'the next day.. They measure to the nearest meter each time. ;hen tbey

recorditheir measur ments on a sketch qf tIlt playground.

SIDE 13, VQo 208 vh, aqf bMj
c2a2 a.tct vv.%

"Whae do we do with these measurements now?" asks Paula.
\,

"First," says Gene, "We put them in oftler from smallese*to,largest.'1 And

he does;

Distance in Meters

Side A

Side B

93;

208,

95, 96, 96,.98
4 -

218, 219, 220, 222

"Th n we cross off numbers fiom each end until there are only one or two'
number left." Gene crosses off numbers from each end until only one number
is left for -each side:

Side A' Side 4

95, 96, 96, , 218,'219, 220,

Xt 96, , 219,

"Now," he says, "we know Oat the median measurement for Side A is '.)6,ters
and the median'measurement for Side B is 219 meters."

Nl
PSula notices the 208 meters for SI1e, B. "It's aegood thing we tookehe

time tq measure,more tban once becauee thera's quite a difference betweer. ,

208 meters and 219 meters."

e

5
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rr,

"Yes," Carol says, "we'must have.miscounted as we were moving the:tape

measure. But measuring a few times has helped. us avoid ifa mistake like-that."

(4hirrly4 !11

r

***********************4***t**********************************************************
rir

THE CROSSING-OFF WAY: MEASURING A BICYCLE PATH

Rosa, Sanay, and Delores are laying out a
bitycle path near their school. They are using
a trdndle wheel to meahuie the bicycle path.
.They want to be sure that their have a good mea-
surement of the distance.They knIuw that it's '

easy to make mistakes whdn'measuring.-

Rosa has an idea. "Why don't 'we each measure
the bicycle pathitisio times? We will have six
Measurements iW all. Then we can find the median
of the six measurements.. The median is more
likely'to be close to the actual distance than
any one.our measurements."

Sandy and Delores think that Rosa's idea is
good. The group measures the bicycle path. They
:round off each measurement that they make tet,the
nearest meter. Then they record their measure-
ments. The data loqk like this.

Sandy asks, "Now what do we,do?"

N-/

coCKg.

\41

74/114

BICYCLE PATH FROM

SCHOOL 0 MILL ST.

3 2 m
99 m

01 m
296 m
302 m
303 m

4



Delores explains. "The median is the middle number in the set of data.

First, put the data in order from smallest to largest. Then cross off numbers

from top and bottom until only one or two are left."

While Delores is talking, she is putting her work on the board so that

Rosa and Sandy can see. It looks, like this.

*.
302

299

301 \
296 '

0 302

303

296 smallest X
299 299

301 _______> 301 -.. Ne 301

302 302 2 302
302 302

303 largest ,g(

Delores says, "Now there are two rumbers left. The median is halfway,

between these two,,numbers."
(-

'Rosa says," There's no number between 301 and 302." She is thinking of

'Whole numbers.

.1

Sandy is excited. "Yes, there is. It's a number with a fraction. It's

3011/2."

"Yes," says Delores. "But let's write it as,301.5* meters. 'We are using the

metric system. We 6hould'use decimals with the fnetric system."

"Well," says Rosa, "now we're,finished. We can use 301.5 meters as our

measurement of the bicycle path. We took vfx measurements; so we caft be sure

that 301.5 meters is a,good measurement. e'

So the three girls nse 101.5 meters as the'measurement of the bicycle path.

"When we report to,the'class," Delores Says, "we tan tell
.

them we used the

median."

7
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THE COUNTING WAY: A FEW STRANGE NUMBERS

In the last.two stories, the children used the
MEDIAN to make spre they had a good measurement.

They used the CROSSING-OFF WAY to do this. In

this story, three children find out that their
numbeTsare unusually large or small because of
mistakes and fooling,around by the children who

answered their survey. They, too, in that the

MEDIAN is a good.number to know about, but they
use the COUNTING WAY to find it. They find that

the COUNTING WAY is a better way to use when
there are a lot of numbers in the data.

Susanna, Tricra, and Franco are preparing for their.soft drink sale. They

already know that it will cost them 4c to make one cup of theirs soff drink.

Now they want to find out how much to charge for it. _So they have made up a

survey to find out. It looks like this.

They,hand out the survey to everyone

in their grade. When they get all the

surveys .back, they tally the votes.

Their tally lookslike this.

Price oltie.;;

5.4- 36,
to ct. 31t

154 33
2.01 11

as 4 2.

ofher of

74 3
1,2,1- 3
sos .2

, $1. oo 1

sumy
How much would you pay for
our WONDERFUL soft drink?
Comes in 3 FANTASTIC FLAVORS!

Putan X beside only one price.

5C 20c

10C 25C

15c Other

NOw they aren't sure how to use
the data to-decide what price to

charge. "We should pick the price
that most children voted for," says

Tricia.

Franbo objects. "But the votes
for 5c are only two more than. the '

votes for 10C and olgy three more
than the vdteaqpr 15C."

Tricia changes her mind after
hearing Franco. III guess picking

the price that got the most votes
Psn't such a good idea. The votes

are practically tied for 5, 10C, -

and 15C. But how can we decide

then?"



Then Franco.remembers., He remembers that the median l.'s good to use when

some of the numbers are unusually large or small and are likely'to be mistakes

or due to something that won't happen again. "We can find the median. We

have a lot of numbers that are really bivorAmall like OC and $1.00 in our

data. "And I know they are just mistakes or someone fooling around."

Susanna and Tricia liiten to Franco. They decide that finding the median

may help. They look at the tally chart again.

Franco says, "This table it a short way
of writing 5c 36 times, lpc, 34 times, arid

so forth. To find the median, first we
have to put the price column in order
from smallest to largest."

Susanna wonders why Franco uses the

price column. Tricia says, "That's be-

cause we want to find the MEDIAN PRICE,
not the median number of votes:"

The group puts the aata in order'from
the smallest 'price to the largest piice.

Now the data look like this.

Price

The Price
column is
put in order
from
smallest
to

largest.

o 4

5 4.

Jost

151

.10#

a54.

batt
3 too

di/des
6

34;
3

31i*
3

3 3
I

IL

9

....
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Franco knows how to find the median

using the counting way. "Next, we need

to counANilp how many pieces of data we

have. The number of votes column tells
how many times the price 5c was listed
in, the survey, how many times the price

10c was listed, and soiforth. It tells

the number of votes (or the number of
pieces of data) for each price. We

need to add.up,all the yotes to get
the,total number of pieces of data."-.

Susanna 4dds up the'numbers in the number
of votes column. . They add up to 131. There

are 131 pieces of data in all.

Franco divides 131 by 2. The answer is

- 651/2. Frana0 changes 651/2 to 66.,

Fkc...
e.

iVambte
d, voies

-64-----1
1 3i

104

r2 it 3
154 33,

,20# "
A54- 2

J ilao 1

"Well," says Tricid, "we've only got
21 more to count and there are 34 pieces
lb the l0 row."

\

re,

"That settles it,"4says Franco.
"The median price is 141,"

"I don't believe how easy it was,"
says Susanna. "Now we know. We can
charge 10c for our sat drink. Thaes
the price that's closestto what most
people want to pay, and it will let
us make a profit."

3 o

,

Price
Aht bor
itiolz.s

5 4- 3.
1 3

toel. 3`P
II it 3
154 .33
,20# I I

A54. 2
b# , 1

j 1.00 1

13 1

"Now we must count 66 pieces
of data, sta ing with the
smallest," s s Franco. First,
they count t e 6 votes for
Oc. Then they count the 36
votes for 5.

:

"So far," says Tridia, "we've
counted 42 votes." Then they
count the 3 votes for 7c. They
are up to 45.

DRINK
ZIP 1

Pt L55



/ THE HISTOGRAM WAY: FINDING THE BEST HEIGHT FOR A POSTER

The MEDIAN is a good number to 'use when you I

want a number that-is exactly in the middle

of your data. And,grouping measurements
to make a hlstogram is an easy way to find
the MEDIAN when there are many measurements

in the lata. That's what Ramone-s class

finds out in the next story.-

Ramona's class can't agree on the best heigbt`to hang posters in the class-

foom. Some of.the children want the posters low and some want them high.

Ramona and two of her.friends, Greg and Paul, decide to solve the problem.

They think that the posters should be at a height where gs mail children have

to1 look up at,them as have to look down at them. Sp they first measure the

eye-level height,s of everyone in the class. Their/data look like this.

tThere are a lot of kids in the class.

There are too many numbers. Otis,

another boy in the class, makes/a

. suggestiofl. "Put the-data intd groups.
Then you can show all the data on a
histogram and find the median. It's

easY."

Otid-makes up a new data table for
Ramona, Greg, and Paul. It has grouped

measurements on.it. It looks like this..,

OUR EYE-LEVEL.HEIGRTS MAR. 4

HEIGHT (cm) NUMBER OF
CHILDREN

113-117 3

118-122 5

123-127 6

128-132 7

133-137 4

138-142

%;

litk4:0(

LAA4Imow

p

3.1

OUR EYE-LEVEL HEIGHTS MAR. 3

ArliE HEIGHT
(cm)

NAME HEIGHT
(cm)

.
..

Chuck 132 joanne 129

Sue 126 Serena 131

Maria 124 Otis 116

Jill 137 )iarlene 120

Herbert 135 James 131

Alfie 119 Natasha 127

Brian-- 138 Francis 123

Hugh '125 Patrick 115

Nancy 114 Samuel 134

Lynn 126 Dianne 128

Joyce 120 Eunice 121

Chris 138 Bill 140

Karen 129 Sandy 118'

Anna 128

a"
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Then Otis makes a histogram from the z.

new data table. It looks like this.

(

Ramona knows how to find the median. Z. I
I.14

She starts crossing off Xs on the

histogram. She crosses off the same CI
number of Xs from each end, but she ..) -1

crosses off the Xs on the lower end Zc L
starting at tile bottom of each column, %)

and crosses off.the Xs on the higher tt 6
end starting-et the top of each

column. When she has crossed off'

3 Xs from each end, the histOgram
looks like this.

Z. 7
When she has crossed off 7 Xs from n

each end, the histogram looks like :I -1

this. .

Z5 6
Vt. 5

tt

EYE-LEVEL RG16-itTS 1A) oue aftss
# F W

')< X
K X
X X X X
% + X X X
x x xxx

113-fi7 Ilf-lzz 123-117 la-132 133-1,7104yz
(64.1)

Eva -LEVEL R5164fT5 IA? 04e cossI.,

x _..x x

x x'xi,
X X Xx Xx

4Yo x x fx
Y/Y0 x xxx

0-17 ra-In 123-14 14-132 I33-13 .31Nyz

EisicTor (Got)

EVE -LEVEL R5164a oul? COSS

X x X
IwIti X X i*

/f.iff)111;c1 x X #4
41:(: iogt/ x x I* 1.,

,143/0 sgia x x ;Pm 40
13-11 123-117 la-132 3-1571349z

ItaicTor (cot)
32,
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IC) each end, th histogram looks like

this.

When she has crossed off 11 XS om

te

;E L
w

6
c) if
tee A

2
-

13

E1E -LEVEL 14E16-K iA)/IliCLASS

I

Now she crosses off tvio more Xs from

each end. That leaves on X. It is the

middle X. She puts a circle around Lt.
It is the MEDIAN. The graph looks like

this.

The median is from 123 to 127 centi- -7

meters. So Ramona tells the class that --

'the posters should be hung so that the z; 6
middle of each poster is.between 123
and 127 centimeters high.

LI.

One boy isn't satisfied. "I want 3
just one nuMber for themedian,"'he '44

ca /-
says. "I know that a 4 centimeter dif- EE 2
ference is not very much, but I'd like
to know what the median is exactly."

He looks at how Ramona has crossed
off the Xs. "The X that is circled
is the top X in that column.)All the
others were crossed off," he adds.

43_11 igq 23-14 1 -132 133-15713-in

fi-gicAn- (G.)

EVE -LEVEL REIbifT otiZ CLASS

l I g

MINIME11110w
MUZIWAIEN

y 4 N. X 7
426't del IX W /X:i

113-/I7 I1f-172. 1234171a-132 1334 3 -pa
FiSIC7 ifT (Go)

can gb back to our data and find out what the measurements in the
123-127 centimeter,column are," says Otis. "Because the lsst X is/at the
top of the column, the crossed-off Xs are the smaller measUrements in that
col . The last_3.As...pie biggest measurement." Otis goes back to the
da chart and writes down the sit measurements that were tallied in the

3-127 centimeter column. They are:

126 cm, 124 cm, 125'cm, 126 cm$ 123 cm, 127 ci.
11.

"The biggest measurement is 127 centimeters," says Otis, "Let's use that

as the median and hang the posters 127 centimeters

33
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A PLANT EXPERIMENT

Maybe you have collected two or three sets of data

and you want to compare the sets.of data to see

which group of things is bigger, or stronger, or

takes longer. Tou may have made many measuiements

or tests. Now you have several bunches of nuMbers

to compare. It's hard to compare several big
bunches of numbers, but it's easy to compare sev-

eral MEDIANS. That's what the boys in this story

find out. .

Sean, Casey, and Julio have decided to do an experiment to see if light will

make their plants grow taller. They have planted ihree boxes of seeds. They

give each box a different amount.of

After several x.feeks, they measure the heipts pf the plants in each box.

Their data lbok like'this.

LOTS OF LIGHT ,6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

#1 5

#2 12

9 6

#4 .9 -

#5 8

#6 8

#7 11

#8 7 t

#9, 9

#10 7

SONE JAW 6/12

PLANT HEIGHT (cm)

#11 10

#12'
,

6

#13 11

#14 6

#15 7

#16' 4

#17 5

#18 ;5

#19 4

#20 5

LITTLE LIGHT 6/12 :

PLANW JEWHT (cm)

#21

#22 2

#23 1

#24 4

#25% 6

#26 A
#27 5

#28 3 .'

#29 7

1/3P 3

.They want to compare the heights for different amounts of light, but there

are a lot of plants in each box. Looking at all the measurements is confusing.

Casey,says, "I wish that I could wave a magic wand and make all these

numbers be just one number."

"Yes," says Sean, "but ybu wouldn't want just any number. That won'.t help.

Anyway, it should be three magic numbers because wg want to compare the three -

groups to see how much light is best. And the.number for each group should be

a numben that is close to all of the measurements for that group." .

"Oh!" saYs Julio. "Let's use the MEDIAN: The median is a number that is

close to all of the other numbers in a set of data. It is the number that is

exactly in the middle of the data."

"Great!" says Casey. "We just thought of three magic numbers. We can find

the median for each group."



re.

And so they do. First they put the measuements for each group in order
from smallest to largest. The data look like this:

AMOUNT OF LIGHT
:

HEIGHi (cM)

LOTA, OF,LIGHT: 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 8, 9, 9, 11, 12

SOME LIGHT:''' 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 7, 10, 11

,LITTLE IJGHT: 1, 2, 3; 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 6,. 7

There are ten numbers ln,tach set o data. Ten la an even number. So

when the humbers are crossed off fro both ends, two numbers are left in each
set of data. 'Now the,data400k like this.

'

AMOUNT OF LIGHT EIGHT (cm)

LOTS OF LIGHT:

SOME LIGHT:

LITTLE LIGHT:

xy.). 18,x XX,X
X04 x X 5, 6, X, X14 X" 3'

Case3i figures out the median by finding the number that is halfway between
the two middle numbers in each set of data. The median for LOTS OF LIGHT is

,easy to find. Halfway between 8 centimeters and 8 centimeters is 8 centimeters.
The median for SOME LIGHT is 5.5 centimeters and the median 'for LITTLE LIGHT
is 3.5 centimeters. Casey makes a table of his results.

,

Sean'says, LI want to show this
to the rest of the class."

.

AMOUNT OF LIGHT MEDIAN HEIGHT
(cm)

LOTS (,,IF LIGHT 8

SOME LIGHT 5.5
,

LITTLE LIGHe 3.5
s A

Sean looks' at the tabie. He figures out the differences between the median
heights. The difference in median height between plants that iot LOTS OF UGHT
and plants that got SOME LIGHT is 8 cm - 5.5 cm or 2.5 centiaters. The dif-

ference in median heights between plants that got SOME LIGHT and plants that
,got LITTLE LIGHT is 5.5 - 3.5 cM or 2 centimeters.

"Look," he tqlls Julio and Ca y. "The differences are small. Two centil-

meters_and 2.5 centimeters aren't much. Does a little difference like this
prove that, mdre light makes plants grow taller?"

The group asks the teacher. She tells them that they should compare the
differences in the medians with the middle ranges of their-sets of data. "If

the differencea in the medians la about as large or larger than the largest
middle range, you can say that more light makes plants grow taller," the
teacher says.

I 4

Qt.)
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,

$ean, Casey, and Julio read 4How To" Find Different Kinds of ,Bange'S. They

calculate the middle ranges of their sets of -data and are happy V) find out

that the differences in the medians are as large or larger than the largest

middle rangi.
\'t

"Otil," says' Julio, "I guess that proves it." 4
,

N.41,++,,,44+4441.4111111*.....

FINDING OUT HOW WELL SONE PLANTS GREW

a

The MEDIAN is good to use when you want to be

able to compare the numbers in your set of data

with a typical number in the data. The boys in

this story use the MEDIAN to decide whether the'

pdants tivy have grown are ar tall as the plants

grown by the whole class. "a

loor

'

Aldo, Harold, and Mohamed wonder if their plants have grown as well as the

others in the classroom. Some of their plants seem tall, but most of them teem

. shorter than the others in the classroom. So Aldo, Harold, and Mohamed decide

ta find out how their plants coMpare to the others in their room. This Is

what they do.
P

First they measure all of the plants in the classroom, including their own.

Next they'decide to find the median height for°all of the plants. After put-

ting the measurements in order from smallest to largest and crossj,ng off,the

same number of measurements from each end, they find that the median height fur

all of the plants is 10 centimeters.

PLANT HEIGHT IN CENTIMETERS

xxxxxxxXXxXxX X01;004 xXxx x>ocAx
Now Aldo, Harold, and Mohamed look at the measurements of just their group

of plants. They are:
6 cm, 7 cm, 9 cm, 8 cm, 4 cm.

They put the heights In order from smallest to largest.

4 cm, 6 cim, 7 cm,.8 cm, 9 cm

They compare the heights of their plants with the median height and they are
very disappointed.' Alf of their plants are shorter than the median height.

They think about how they have been growing their plants. They decide that

they will put the Olants in a sunnier place and measure them every week to see

if they grow better.

r
U
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WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MEDIAN?

USE THE MEDIAN

'when none of the numbers or measurements
are unusually large or small.

when some of the numbers Or measurements
are unusually large or small and are likely
to be mistakes or are due to something that
won't happen again. The story called "A Few
Straw Numbers" tells about this.

FOR ONE SET OF DATA:

1 The medianlis*gaod to use when you want to fin4 gut--

the best measurement ior the height of a
table, the time of a walk light, or the

\ length of a bicycle path. The stories
called "Measuring the Playground" and
"Measuring a Bicycle Path" tell about

, Pas.

a number or measurement that is typical for
a whole group of people or things, such as
the best height for a table or the best
price to charge for a soft drink. See the
stpry called "Finding the Best Height for a
Poster."

37
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v

how your other data compare with a typical
number or measurement, such as how tall your
chair is compared to the median,height of
chairs in your class or how big your plants

have grown compared to the median height of

the plants in your room. See the story

called "Finding Out How Well Some Plants
,

Grew."

FOIR TWO OR MORE SETS OF DATA:

The median is good to use to ompare sets of data.

You may want to find out--

r

whether sets of data collected before and
after,a change has been made are almost the

same or different. You may want to compare

sets of test scores from before and after
when you are trying a new method of learning'
something, or you may want to compare sets
of,data to see'if putting up signs has made

a change in the time it takes for children

to find the library.

which thing is bigger or stronger Or takes,
longer when you are comparing the heights of
groups of plants, the 'strengths of two brands

of paper towels, or times for two different
grades to cross a street. See the story

called "A Plant Experiment."

0
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THINGS,TO KEEP IN MIND

1. The MEDIAN is the middle number in a

set of data. Half of the numbers are

above the median and half are below

the median.

4

2., There are three ways to find the MEDIAN.

Which way you use depends on the kind of

data you have.

- r

th 2,0 21 22,25,226 )

If you have NUMBER COUNTS or MEASUREMENTS,

you can use either the CROSSING-OFF,WAY or

the COUNTING WAY.

If you have many measurements, you ean,put

them in groups 4nd use the HISTOGRAM

3. The MEDIAN,the MODE, and the MEAN are all

KEY NUMBERS. Each of them tells something

about a *hole set of numbers or measurements.

Each of them tells what a typical number'or

measurement.,may be for a whole set of data.

Maybe the MODE or the MEAlewould be better

to use than th6 MEDIAN for your data. If

you are not sure about which KEY NUMBER to

use,)you can look at "How.To" Tell What YOLr

Data Show and 'qlow 'To" Use Key Numbers to

Compare Two Sets of Data. .

19
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NOW TO"

FIND THE MEAN

NAVE YOU Ra0
"WOW TO" TELL
mwr YOUR COTA
SHovv?

Do you need to predict somethi g, like how many pencils the school store will

need fom the next two months? Do you want to complre something before and'

after Changes have been made?. You ma2rwant to compare the time it takes to

find the library before and after silifs hhve been put up. You can use the

MEAN to find out these things. And the MEAN is good to use for many other

things too.

4.

WHAT IS THE MEAN?

The MEAN l.'s the number or meaedrement.that you get when the toter of your

data is split into equal pieces. The MEAN is often called the AVERAGE.

HOW DO YOU FIND THE MEAN?

You pn find the MEAN by dividing the dum of,the numbers in your set of

data by the number of numbers in your set of data. This booklet will show

you how to find the MEAN of your data.

WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MEAN?

You should use the MEAN when some of the numbers or measurements are
unusually large or small but need to be consideied because they show some-

thing that will probably happen again. You can use the MEAN for many

other things too. You can use the MEAN when your data are not unusual.

Each story in this booklet shows.a different way to use the MEAN.

WH INSIDE
11

FINDING THE MEAN

T 41:141G)11,

MEASURING TIMES '3

MAKING A PREDICTION 4

HOW MUCH SOFT DRINK DO WE'NEED/ 6

HOW LONG MUST WE WAIT/ 7

WHEN CAN YOU U4E THE MEAN? 9

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND 11

4 !
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FINDING -THE MEAN

.".
LOOK TO,SEE WHAT YOUR DATA ARE. YOUVDATA HAY BE

NUMBER COUNTS MEASUREMENTS

1. AOp,A).1.0p1p..-#ttigieri3,,in yeiu*.set of'aata.' 11148 4 TOTAL,o6vrut!:

THE

: nOttlx0of .p3:4ges
**iagr

.s
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,
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f MEASURING TIMES

When you want to find a good measurement, the
MEDIAN is usually the best KEY NUMBER to use.

Bdt when you have only 'two mea-surements of

something, the MEAN are the

same. When that happ , you find the MEAN.

That is what this story is about-

,
.

Kay!s, class is measuring the $peeds of cars near their school. They want to

be sure that their measurepients are accur*e. So they pick two teams to measure

the time for each'car. C.
.:.

,
. .

,

\.. 1 .. .

.

Each team has a timer, a person who tells the timer when to start, and a per-
.

son who tells the timer when to stop. Each team times the same five cars for a

distahce of.160 meters. When the teams are finished, the data look like this.
s

CAR TIMES -(TEAM I)

..,CAR TIME
(seconds)

A 6.2.

B . -8.4

,C. 10. 0

D 7. 6

CAR TIMES (TEAM II)

CAR TIME
(seconds)

A 6.0

B 8.4

C 9.8

D 7.2

E 7.0

Both teama,look aut the data. Frances says, "I know how to find the speed:

'Sgst diVide,the distahce by the time." She has read "How To" Find the Speed

Thitngs.

01ichtime?",4sks toby. "We have two times for each car. We only need

, ,ohe'tIme tO find;-the

tiho:teplies, "We'should first find the MEAN of the-two times, then we can
;use .theMEANTItIE for each car tO figure out the speed."

,..!,Yes," says Frances. ,"Finaing'the mean with two numbers is easy. Just add

the,two itumbersjtogether and aivide by two. I'll bet if we each take the times

fon:one sar and!:do the figuring, we will be finished in 5 minutes. I'll check
, ev'er,yonela ihsv?ers."
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Everyone is very busy.for a few minutes.

Then they are done.

Frances makes a new data table showing the

MEAN TIME for each car. It looks like this.

"Great!" says Frances; "Now we are ready to

find the speeds of these cars."

CAR C CAR D

sec.

MEAN CAR TIME8

CAR MEAN TIME
(seconds)

A 6.1

8.4

9.9

7.4 ,

6.9

CARE

G.8
+7.0

-"

t."

/6135EC.
13.8
12
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MAKING A PREDICTION

Sometlmes you may need to make a-pred iction.

Maybe you want to pzedict how many
pencils the school store will need.
Maybe you want to predict how much
soft drihk to make for a party.

The MEAN is good to use when you need to make
a piediction. That's what the students in this
story discover when they predict how many pen:-
oils they need to order for the rest of the
school year.

'eft)
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Anna, Louise, and Kathy are in charge of ordering suppliees4 the school

store. The'store has run out of pencils. They want to order enough pencils so

that they don't run out of pencils again before school ends for the year. They
A6

need to decide how many pencils theY should order.

They decide that-they should first find out how many pencils students usually

buy during a week. Anna and Louise look at the store records. y find infcirma-

tion on how many pencils the students have bought each week at t chool store.

Anna suggests that they just copy the number of pencils for the 1 12 weeks.

Louise agrees that that would be enough. She makes a data chart showing the

number of pencils that students have bought for the last 12 weeks. The chart

looks like this.

PENCILS BOUGHT BY STUDENTS

WEEK OF NUMBER OF
PENCILS

WEEK OF - NUMBER OF
PENCILS

Jan. 18 54 Mar. 1 37

Jan. 25 30 Mar. 8 29

Feb. 1 23 Mar. 15 32

Feb. 8 19 Mar. 22 25

Feb. 15 34' Mar. 29 33

Feb. 22 0 Apr. 5 32

Kathy looks at the chart. "It's hard to tell how many to order from these

numbers," she says. "One week the students bought more than 50 pencils. Another

week they didn't buy any."

Anna says, "We can find the mean. We can degide how many to order by finding

the mean number of pencils bought per week. Then we can multiply the mean by

the number of weeks that are left in the school year."

out to_find_ -the ean tst shg adds up the number of _p enc. il

54 + 30 + 21 + 19 + .34 + 0 + 37 + 2; + 32 + 25 + 33 + 32 = 348

She gets a total of 348 pencils. Then she counts the number of weeks. There

are 12 weeks listed in the data.chart.
4t4

Next she divides the total of the pencils by the number of weeks:

SUM OF PENCILS
NUMBER OF WEEKS

348
= 29 pencils per week.

12

*

The mean is 29 pencils per week. Students usually buy about 29 pencils per

week.

Louise figures that there are 10 weeks of school left. She multiplies

29 x 10 to find out how many pencils to order. They need to order about 290

pencils.

5
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HOW MUCH SOFT DRINK DO WE NEED?

Maybe you want to make a prediction, and ybu
only have a little information. You may think

that you don't have enough data to find out
what you need to know. But, to find the MAW,
you don't need much information. All you need
to *now is the tota/ amount of something and'
the number of items. That's what the students

.
in this story find.out.

Maureen, Karen, and Cory are in charge of buying soft drink for the annual
picnic. They.need to figure out how many quarts of soft drink they will need'
for the picnic. Alisa, who worked on the picnic planning last year, has given

them some information:

Total quarts bought 96

Number of children at picnic 240

Alisa tells the group that last year there was enough soft drink
and if the same number of children will be at the picnic this year,
just buy the same number of quarts.

-Karen has a count of how many children want to gd to the picnic.

have signed up. More children will be at the picnic this year.

"How can we figure ouftfrom these numbers how many quarts to buy?" asks
Maureen.

for everyone,

they can

330 children

Cory looks at the information. ...e can use Anse-a data to ligure'ouisthe
number of quarts per child. That's the MEAN NUMBER OF QUARTS. Then we can
multiply ehe mean number of quarts by 330 to find out how many quarts to buy
this year."

Karen says, "To find the mean' number of quarts, we should divide the total
quarts by the number of children." Karen figutes out the number of quarts per
child:

TOTAL QUARTS
NUMBER OF CHILDREN

96 2

240 ,
-5- QUART PER CHILD

'"Each child got about 2/5 of a quart. Now we can find out how many quarts
to buy this year," says Maureen. "We have to multiply 2/5 b 330.

Maureen finds that the number of quarts needed for j30 children will be 132
.quarts. Cory, Maureen, and Karen check the figures again. They still get 132
quarts. They report to the cliass that they will need enough money to buy 132
quarts of soft drink:



HOW LONG MUST WE WAIT?

When some cif your numbers or measurements
are unusually.large or small but need to be

considered becaus they show something that
will probably-happen again,.you shouldyse
the.MEAN. The time spent waiting in line
for lunch is like that. There are many
things that could cause the time spent in
line to be long or short, and these thinga
will probably happen 'again. That's what

this story is about.

Melinda's class wants to shorten.the time spent waiting in line for lunch.
Yhey are changing different things to find out what will make the line go

faster.

First they time how long it takes to get lunch before any changes have been

mAde. They time every fifth person. They do their timing on five different

days. Their data for one day look like this.

k
TIME.IN LUNCH LINE ON FT. 3 (Minutes)

11, 14, 16, 19, 15, 14, 13, 12,.17, 1Q, 16, 12, 11, 19, 10, 18, 11, 14

Melinda and Tina look at the Aata for Oct. 3. They notice that some of the

times are short. It took some sudents only 10 or 11 minutes to go through the
lunch line. Other times are long. Some students rook 18 or 19 minutes to go

through the line. Tina arid Melinda decide that they should find the mean of

the times in line. They want to use the mean because waiting times on any day
could be long or short depending on many things that will probably happen again:

7

-.4) Some students buy only milk or desaert. They go through the line fast.
Others buy the *hole lunch. They take longer.
Some students have the correct change. Others need to have bills changed.
Some students fool around.
Some students forget.their forks and napkins and have to'go back to get

them.

Melinda and Tina compute the mean time for Oct. 3. They apia up all the

times and get a total of 252 minutes. Then they/divide by 18--the number, of

students. The mean time for Oct. 3 id 14 minutes. Other students in the

class find the mean times for the other four days. Then they make a chart

of the five mean times. It looks like this.

ot,



LUNCH LINE TIMES

DATE MEAN TIME IN LINE FOR
EACH DAY (Minutes)

Oct. 3
5

6

9

10

14

12-

1t 11

12

13

They areet finished yet. Now they need to find the mean time in line for all

five days. They must find the mean for all 5 days bedause many things such as
the menu and.the number of students change from day to day.

So they do. They add up the five times -and get 62 minutes. Then they divide

by 5. The mean time in line for all five days is 12 2/5 ml.nutes. Ttiey round

this off to 17 minutes. 1

Melinda looks at the figving. "We didn't find just the MEAN," she says.

"We found the MEAN OF THE MEAN. And we are still not through. Now we have to

see whether chinging the lunchrooin around will make the time waiting in line

shorter."

The class wants to change things eo that the mean time,ppent waitang in line

is cut by'five minutes. The next week they rearrange the lunchroom layoue.
They wait a few days until the students are used to the new layout and then they

do the timing again on five different days. Each day they time every fifth stu-

dent. Then they find the mean times for each day again and make a chart. It

looks like this.
ILUNCH LINE TIMES

DATE ,

40

MEAN TIME IN LINE FOR
EACH DAY (Minutes)

Oct. 24
25

' 27

30

Nov. 1

- 9
,

10

10

9

They find'the mean time in line for all five days.' It is 9 1/5 minutes.

They round that:off'to 9 minutes. . They compare the two mean times. They have

made the mean waiting time shorter by'3 minutes.

They dlcide to try making a different sort of change. They plan to rearrange

how the .schedule so that the classes come into the lunchroom 5 gdnutes apart instead
of all at once. They need to get permission from the principal to do this.
They collect the data they have sO far to show to the principal. They are happy

that they used the MEAN because it makes their results much easier to see.
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WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MEAN?

USE THE MEAN

when none of the numbers or measure-
ments are unusually large or small.

when some of the numbers" or measure-
ments are unusually large oromall
but netid. to be considered because

ther show something that will -

probably happen again. The story
called "How Long Must-We Wait?"
tells about this.

FOR ONE SET OF DATA, USE THE MEAN

to get a typical count or measurement
-of something when yOu have only two

, numbers or measurement's. See the:

story called "Measuring Timet."

4to-predic hoc./ much or how many of

somethini ll be neededin the
future. Tle storY called "Making
a Prediction" tells about this.

A
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to get a tYpical number for something

when you know only the total amount

and the number of items. See the story

called "How Much Soft. Drink .Do We Need?'"

FOR TWO OR MORE SETS OF DATA, USE THE MEAN

to compare something before and after

changes have been made. The story called

"How Long Must We Wait?" tells about this.



THINGS 0 EP IN MIND

1. The MEAN is a typical number.or
measurement for a groui) of people

or things. It is ,the number you

get when the sum of the data is
split into equsi pieces.

MEAN NUMBER BOUGHT
EACH MONTH

SEPT. ocr. NOV.

2. The MEAN is often calledthe AVERAGE.
You can call it the AVERAGE if rou want .

to.

3. It's easy to find.the MEAN. Just DIVIDE

the SUM of your data by the NUMBER of

pieces in your data.

_

THE MEAN
IS CALLED 4

THE AVERAGE/
TOO/

rt4 TH E 41 EM
You H4VE TO

DIVIDE TO FIND
MEI

22 191-26+2O 417+25
+20+21 +2e= q

qrjqp
,

..,:9o
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4.. When you find the MEAN, use DECIMALS
rather than FRACTIONS. Decimals are

easier to add: They are easier to

.divide. And if you are using the
metric system, decimals are the proper

way to write your measurements.

5. The MEDIAN, the MODE, and the MEAN are all.

KEY NUMBERS. Each of them tells something
about a...whole set of numbers or-measurements.

Each of them tells what a typicalsnumber or
measurement may be for a whole set of data.

Maybe the MEDIAN or the MODE would be better

to use than the MEAN for your data. If you

.are not sure about Which KEY NUMBER to use,

you can look at "How To" Tell What lour Data

Show and "How To" Use Key Numbers to Compare

Two Sets of Data.

The, material is based upon research.supported by the National Science Foundation

under Grant No. SD 6901071. Any opinions, findings, aqd conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the authors and du not
neiessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation,
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"HOW TO"
FIND THE MODE

HAVE YOU READ
"HoW Toll TELL

ILHALYOUR DAM
SHOW;

Do you want to find out what most people like best? You may w.ant to use the

resulta of a vote or a urvey to choose one thing. Maybe you need to pick one

flavor of soft drink o serve at a class party, or maybe you need to pick one

game to buy that most of the class.will enjoy playing. You may want to see

what th ngs wo grou s of people like best. You can use the MOSE to find out

these th

WHAT IS THE MODE?

The MODE is the number or thing that is listed the most times in a set of

4tta. When you pick the winner of a vote or a survey, you pick .the number

, or thing that is listed'the most often. You pick the MODE.

HOW DO YOU FIND THE MODE

It is easy to find the MODE. you don't have to do any figuring. All you

have to do is look, at your data and find tht number or thing that is listed

the most times.

WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MODE?

The stories in this booklet will help you decide whether the mode is,the best

number to use to tell about your data.

(WHAT'S INSIDE

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

.

PAGE

3

7

9

10

N
FINDING THE MODE 2

PUTTING A! DISPLAY IN tHE BEST LOCATION,

DECIDING WHAT TO MAKE FOR THE CRAFTS SALE . 6

WHICH METHOD OF ADVERTISING DID YOU LIKE BEST?
WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MODE?

.
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FINDING THE MODE

LOOK TO SEE WHAT YOUR DATA ARE. TO FIND THE MODE, YOUR DATA SHOULD BE

CATEGORIES

l©CaS

11418E3=P

1;:t1

Chin
\..w)

@P144,

Aok
MRY

AND , NUMBER COUNTS

THE MODE IS THE THING THAT HAS THE HIGHEST NUMBER COUNT.

FAVORITE FLAVORS

FLAVOR NUMBER WHO
LIKE IT

4

Nr140
NUMBER COUNT

s, ,t
Cola

Orange Orange got the most votes.

Grape 2 Orange is the MODE.

Root Beer 1



PUTTING A DISPLAY IN THE BEST LOCATION

The mode is good to use when yo
to find the most frequent countlll
measurement of something. in this
story,.the students use the mode to
find out the place that the most
children walk by.

Penny's plass has created a display to s4 the other children in the school

some rules for bike safety. Now the,class Unts to Rut the display in a.plade

where the most children will see it. They have found four possible locations
for the display. ,They,decide tb count how many children pass by each location

\at two different*times during the school day. Penny, George, Andy, lnd Katrin

each go to one of the locations before schoal and at lunch time and take a
count of how many children pass by in 5 minutes.

Then they make a chart,of their tallies. It looks like this:

NUMBER OF CHILwy PASgING DIFFERENTLACES

.

.

Place

Number of Children

Before
School

Lunch
Time Total

Main Bvbby
\ r

Next to Office

Next to Library
.

Next totafeteria

132

83

23

5

.15

79

69
,

127 t//

147'

162

92

132

Andy says, "Looking at all these numbers is' nfusing. And the wholc cIaas
needs to see our data "to decide. Let's make some bar graphs to,show them.

The bar gr4phs will make our reiufts easier to see."
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bt

Willy disagrees. "When I am on my way,home," he explains, "I am in a big

rush. I'm not going to stop in the lobby and look at the display."

1Katrin is looking at th$LUNCH TIME 'graph. "The .cafeteria is the mode for

'the 'lumber of children passing by at luncktime. Kids will have a chance to

stand around and look at the display after they finish lunch."

likes the location by the office. He say, "Kids can stand around
ana ldok at the display if'it's next to,the offi . More kids go by the office
pan other places we checked. We can tell that y looking at the graph showing

'.4he TOT OF CHILDREN FOR BOTH TIMES. ts of kids go by the office
boih before schooI. and at lunch time. NO ONE goes by the cafeteria before

.

The class agrees. Next to the office is where the most children pass by.
A 'limy will put the display next to the office.

t..
1 .

4{4/

5

0 .1)

..

44.0
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DECIDING WHAT TO MAKE FOR THE CRAFTS SALE

Belmont School is havAng their annual'crafts sale. Rachel's class wants to
decide on one thing to make in quantity for the sale. Many suggestions have
been made. Now the class needs to pick one thing.

Racheklists the suggestions on the bc4rd ana everyone in the class votes
for their.favorite two items. The results of the vote look like this:

ITEMS FOR CRAFTS SALE

ITEM . NUMBER OF .

VOTES

Candles

Bead Jewelry
Wristbands
Checkerboards
Key Chains

Autograph Books

9

10

5

.6

15.

15

Rachel looks for the MODE. She wants to pick the item with the higlest
number of votes. But there's no one item witc: the highest number of votes.
There are tuto items that are tied for the highest number of votes. THERE ARE
TWO MODES. Autograph books and key chains both got 15 votes.

Rachel wonders how the class cap decide between the two modes. She tells
the class, "I think we should 4Qte on just these two things. Maybe then we will
get a winner. And if the votes are tied again we can make both things.

The children decide to vote again. Everyone has one vote. They can vote only
for key chains or autograph books. When the votes are counted, key chains and
autograph books are still tied.

Rachel says, "We have a tie because we have two groups of children who want
to make different things. So we should make two things. One group can make
key chains, and the other group can make autograph books."

Everyone in the class agrees. So Rachel's class makes two things for the
crafts sale.

4



TWO.OR MORE MODES

7

In this story, the children had two modes in their data. You may ha0e data
that has tmo or even more than two modes. Nhat should you do when your data
are like that?

If you have two modes or two numbers that almost tie, you should first see if
the modes are telling you something about your,set'of data. Two modes in your
data may mean that your data are the results frOM two separate groups of people
who want or like different things. Then it may be a good idea to pick both
things. 4111/4)

k

Sometimes you may not want to pick both things. You may want-to pick just one
thing. If so, you, may have to collect new data by voting or counting again.

IIILLIIMUMMMKIMMEMMUMMUMMUMMMUMMLIMMMUMLICULULLLLatt I I I III rl II 11111m trrrrit

WHICH METHOD OF ADVERTISING DID YOU LIKE BEST?

You can use the MODE to compare the data from two different groups. Looking at
the MODES for both groups will help you decide if two groups of people like the
same thing best or like different things best. That is what the boys in the
next story find out.

Carlo, Jamie, and Brian have conducted an opinion survey to find out which
7metbod of advertising for the school store was the most popular with their stu-

dent customers. After dividing the completed surveys into primary (grades 1-3)
and intermediate (grades 4-6) piles, the boys tally the responses.
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Their data look like thist

WHAT METHOD OF ADVERTISING DID Y00 LIKE BEST?

PRIMARY
/

INTERMEDIATE
,..

METHOD NUMBER OF
STUDENTS

METHOD ',NUMBER OF

STUDENTS

Posters

Intercom

Sandwich
Boards

Gimmick

,

27

11

32

'16

Posters

Intercom

Sandwich
Boards

Gimmick

36

5

12

29 '

The boys want to use their data to decide whether to use one method of ad-
vertising or two methods of advertising next year. They think that just one

method would be better because that would take less time and they have many

'other things to do for the store besides advertising.

The three boys look at the data. It's easy to see that the primary students

liked the sandwich boards best and the older students liked the posters best.

Jamie says, "We know what the mode for each group is. The mode for the pri-

mary grades is sandwich boards and the mode for the intermediate grades is the

posters. But I wonder how We could pick one method that would be liked by most

of the kids.'

I know what we could do," says Carlo. "We On makepostera to advertise the

school store. We can use them on the sandwich boards we have already made. We

can glue the new posters-on the old sandwich boards. Then we won't be spending

a lot of time on the advertising and everyone will be fiappy."

"Yes," says Brian,-"the little kids
big kids will have what they like best.
didn't work, out_that way? What if the
instead of the sandwich boards? Would

will have what they like best and the
But what would we have done if.it

primary,kids liked the intercom best
we have to'use two methods?"

"Maybe not," says Jamie. "If the modes
don't help us to decide,,then we can make
a graph to help us decide. I found that ,

out when I read "How To" Use Graphs to
Compare Two Sets of Data."

"I suppose I should read that booklet
to see if it answers my questions," says
Brian.

;
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WHEN CAN YOU USE THE MODE?

USE THE MODE
A.

when your data are CATEGORIES and
NUMBER COUNTS.

FOR ONE SET OF DATA, USE THE MODE

to find the most frequent count or
measurement of something. The story

called "Putting a Display in the Best
Location" tells about this.

9

to find the thing that most people
want to do or like. See the story
called "Deciding What to Make for
the Crafts Sale."

....0111100"-

FOR TWO OR MORE SETS OF DATA, USE THE MODE

to find if two groups or lieople want

the same thing or different things.
See the.story called "Which Method of
Advertising Did You Like Best?"
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

1. The MODE IS THE NUMBER OR THING THAT IS LISTED THE MOST TIMES IN A SET

OF DATA. It is the value that occurs the.most often. On a RAR,GRAPH, it

is the longest or highest bar. -

IM THE MODE.
THERE IS MORE OF
ME THMI ANY
OTHER FLAVOR.

war.'
awls/ ON A BAR GRAPH

MY BAR IS HIGHEST,

FAVORITE FLAVORS

Olt.F0A6E4,

09066 an."840
GRAPE 0q440.66

COLA oet0066
02:660a

ORPA66 auk

2. With some kinds of daea, such as CATEGOR

use the MODE. With,other. kinds of data,

COUNTS wo sets of MEASUREMENTS, you

14, zt-
0 e.

0
FLAVOR

IES and NUMBER COUNTS, you should
such as1,'1EASUREMENTS and NUMBER

should use another KEY NUMBER.

3. The MODE, the IAN, and the MEAN are all KEY NUMBERS. Each of them tells
something about a hole set of numbers or measurements. Each of them tells

what a typical numb r or measurement may be for a whole set of.data.

Maybe the MEDIAN or t e MEAN would be better
to use than the MODE for your data. If you

are not sure about which KEY NUMBER to use,
you can look at "How To" Tell What Your
Data Show and "How To".Use Key Numbers to
ComparelTwo Sets of Data.

.1111,q1 ,T tr 1)y IOW SED 69 01071 Any ,eunioris.

edcorirnelt11.11t,m; 0,10.ssed 11,15 puhl1C41101, 111.,...,01 11.. ,t.thors ,1111 i .1,...e5sarily rttflog iho vieW5 .1f the

NIt,f,II e..1.11., I ow:LIM ISBN: 0-89292.030-0
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"HOW TO"

/1

FIND DIFFERENT KINDS OF RANGES

DO YOU WANT TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOUR DATA
\, A VARIES OR CHANGES?

Elk
Maybe you want to know how much the price of a
certain product changes from:store to store.

DO YOU WANT TO COMPARE TWO DIFFERENT TRINGS TO

SEE WHICH THING CHANGES MORE?

Maybe you want to compare the price ranges
of two different brands of cereal. Perhaps

you want to compare the Measurements you
have made using two different tools to see

which tool gives a better measurement.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A PREDICTION THAT HAS A
50% CHANCE OF BEING RIGHT?

You may want to predict how many times heads
will come up when you toss pennies. You may

want to predict the most likely temperature
range for a picnic or outing.

You can use RANGES for all of these things.

WHAT IS THE RANGE?

The RANGE is the difference between the largest and smallest numbers in a

set of, data. The RANGE shows how much the data changes or varies. There

are three kinds of RANGES. When you find the range for.a whole set of

data, you find the FULL RANGE. Sometimes you may want to find the RANGE of

'only part of the data. You may want to trim some of the largest and small-

est numbers from the data. Then ygu find the RANGE of the TRIMMED set of

data. That is the TRIMMED RANGE. Sometimes you may want to Use only the

numbers in the middle half of the data. Then you find the RANGE of tfie

middle half of the data. That is the MIDDLE RANGE.

The RANGE is easy to find. This booklet will shOw you how to find the range.1

It will show you some examples of when to use different kinds of ranges., It

will help you decide which range is the best to use to tell about your aata.

/54AT'S INSIDE
FINDING DIFFERENi KINDS OF RANGES

THE FULL RANGE: FINDING A PRICE RANGE

THE TRIMMED RANGE: DECIDING WHICH TOOL IS BETTER

THE MIDDLE RANGE: PREDICTING HEADS AND TAILS

THE MIDDLE RANGE: PREDICTING A TEMPERATURE RANGE

WHEN CAN YOU USE DIFFERENT KINDS OF RANGES?
THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

G

01977 by Education Development Center, Inc. All rights reserved
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FINDING DIFFERENT 1(INDS OF RANGES

THE FULL RANGE: To find the FULL RANGE of a set of data, subtrpct the smallest

number in the data from the largest number in the data.

Here are
my data.

.DATA

12 cm, 7,cm, 10 cm, 8 cm, 15 cm, 9 cm, 11 cm, 3 cm

ir
LARGEST SMALLEST
NUMBER- NUMBER

15 cm - 3 cm = 12 cm --THE FULL RANGE,

(71:7ULL RANGE of

my data is from
3 cm to 15 cm.

THE TRIMMED RANGE1f' To find the TRIMMED RANGE, first put the data in order from
smallest to larges t . Then trim some of the largest and.smallest numbers fkom
your data. You can trim as many as you need to, but you should trim the SAME
NUMBER of pieces of data from each end. Trim your data when the largest or
smallest numbers (or both) may,be MISTAKES or MEASUREMENTS THAT ARE UNLIKELY
TO HAPPEN AGAIN.

Here are
my data.

DATA

12 cM, 7 cm, 10 cm, 8 cm, 15 cm, 9 cm, 11 cm, 3 Cm

DATA PUT IN ORDER FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST

3 cm; 7 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm) 10 cm, 11 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm

3 cm may be a mistake)

TRIMMED DATA

3 ci, 7 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 11 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm

\/\ /\

c3

1

You have to trim
the 15 cm too, because
you must trim the same
number of pieces from
each ende



.

.

/I

After the data are trimmed, find the raltge of the data that /are left.

TRIMMED DATA

trimmed dat2)
'Here are my

The'TRIMMED RANGE
of my data is from
7 cm to 12 cm.

(rTh,

e MIDDLE RANGE is
a impcial kind of
TRIMMED-ROGE.

, 7,cm, 8 cm, 9 cm,.10 cm, 11 cm, 12

1\1
SMALLEST LARG ST
NUMBER ER

12 cm - 2 cm = 5 cm i----.THE/TRIMMED RANGE

. THE MIDDLE RANGE: 'To find the MIDDLE RANGE, first put the data in order from
smallest to largest. Then couni how many pieces of data you have. Divide
that number by 4. Cross off that-many pieces.of data frob each end of th
data. Now you have the middle half of the data.

DATA

12 cm, 7 cm, 10 cm, 8 cm, 15 cm, 9 cm, 11 cm, 3 cm

DATA PUT IN ORDER FROM SMALLEST TO LARGEST

3 cm, 7 cmi 8 cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 11 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm

,

3 cm, 7 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 11 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm

I'll cross off,

two pieces from
each end.

MIDDLE HALF OF DATA

ki
0 1



Now find the range of the MIDDLE HALF OF THE DATA.

8 cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 11 cm
ir*

SMATLEST LARGEST

NUMBER NUMBER

11 cm - 8 cm = 3 cm MIDDLE RANGE

The MIDDLE RANGE
of my data is from
8 cm to 11 cm.

The MIDDLE RANGE
is 3 cm.

FINDING THE MIDDLE RANGE WHEN THE NUMBER OF PIECES IN YOUR DATA ARE NOT

DIVISIBLE BY FOUR

Sometimes You may divide the number of pieces of data by 4 and get a

FRACTIONAL ANSWER.

DATA

3 cm, 4 cm, 4 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm, 7 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm, 11- cm, 12 cm, 15 am

When you have a fractional answer like 2 3/4 or17 1/2 or 9 1/4, round it off to

the next smaller Whole number:

24-
. sitz,

0



From 2 3 4, the next
smaller whole number

I1-11 cross off

2 PIECES OF DATA from
each end.

5

3 cm, 4 cm, 4 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm, 7 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm, 11 ci, 12 cm, 15 cm

/\ 1/\ /\
/1

MIDDLE HALF OF DATA

The MIDDLE RANGE is
11 cm - 4 cm = 7 dm.

If you have a lot of numbers in your data, it's easier to find the middle half
of the data by making a Wstogram. You can find out how to use a histogram
to do this by reading the story called PREDICTING A TEMPERATURE RANGE.

ryu

/ 0

7-N

2
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THE FULL RANGE: FINDING A PRICE RANGE

Sometimes when you are collecting data, you may
want to know how much the data changes or varies.

You may want to see how muchikhe scores on a test

vary or how much the price ofa product changes

in different stores. You can use the RANGE to

find out these things. That's what the next

story is about.

Clea's class is working on a consumer resCarch project. Donna, Clea, and

Peter are the Cheerios group. They are testing Cheerios to see how good a

cereal it is. They are interested in the price of Cheerios, too. They have

found that an 18 oz. package of Cheerios sells for different prices at dif--

ferent stores. They have made a list of the prices. It looks like this.

CHEERIOS PRICES

STORE PRICE

A & P 89C

Star 87c

Kenny's 97c

Purny 85c

Clea wonders how they can tell anything about the price of Cheerios from the

data. "Let's put the prices in order from smallest to largest," says Donna.

"Then we can see how much the price changes. We can see what the range of the

prices is."

And so they do.

CHEERIOS: 85c,'87c, 89, 97c

Cheerios has a price range of 85c to 97c. Donna subtracts 85c from 97c. She

finds that the range is 12g.

"Good," says Clea. "We can tell the class that Cheerios has a price range

of 85$ to 97c or a range of*12c in price in the stores we visited."
.

Peter thinks that a range o.E 12c is large. He asks the Corn Flakes group

if they have done anything with the prices they got for Corn Flakes. The Corn

Flakes group shows Peter their data. It looks like this.

CORN FLAKES
A & P Kenny's Star Purity

79C 83c 81c4 77c

The Corn Flakes is an 18 oz. package, too. Peter figures out the price range

for Corn Flakes. It is from 77c.to 83c. The range for Corn Flakes Is

83c - 77c or 6. Peter is surprised. "The Price of Corn Flakes doesn't

change as much at the stores we visited," he says. "The range for Corn Flakes

is 6 c and the range-for Cheerios is 12c.



1

4:

Peter says, "We should tell the class that the price of Cheerios changesquite
a bit from store to store. It's more important to shop carefully for Cheerios
than for Cam Flakes because the'price varies more."

1,

THE TRIMMED RANGE: DECIDING WHICH TOOL IS EETTER

Maybe you want.to find which of two tools is
better to use for a measurement. You can take
several measurements of the same thing with both
tools and then find6out how much each set of
measurements varies. Finding the TRIMMED RANGE

'sof each set of measurements is a good way to do

this. That's what the next story is about.

Darlene, Tania, and Clinton are measuring.for a new playground. They haye to

measure along a wall of the school:, Because the grOund 4s rather bumpy where
thefneed to measure for the playgiotind, they'decide that they should test their
measuring tools to see which tool will give them the best measurement, They meas-

sure along the wall ten times with a trtindle wheel and ten times with a tape

measure. They measure to the nearest meter with both tools. Thep they put' tfie'

two sets of measurements in order from smallest to largest. Now the data look

like this.

LENGTH OF WALL USING0THE TRUNDLE WHEgL (meters)

149, 150, 154, 157, 157, 159, 159, 160, 161, 168

LENGTH OF WALL USING THE TAPE MEASURE (meters)

z- 144, 145, 152, 152, 153, 154, 154, 155, 156, 160
1.

Clinton looks at the highest and lowest measurements for each set of data.:,
"Look," he say, "these numbers seem quite a bit bigger or smaller than most

4
of our measurements."

0 c')
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. . .

Tania is Confused; "Wha.'t numArg.,:aee 'low tatking about'?" she asks .. 61.intosi'
. , ..

puts a check 'mark ovr. tlio m'aasux:ements. he means%
. V .; //:'., ' '., ... ,
TRUNDLE WHEEL: 149; 150, 154; I5j, 1.5/,, 159,-159, 160: 161,:10.

,

. . --.: ,',.*: ,(Meters) \
, :

'

,

TAPE MEASURE: 144, 145; 152, 152, 153, 14,..154, 1,55, 156, 16Q

(meters) .

*!,

Darlene'and Tania look at the numbers that Clinton hes marked. They agr0e ..,

that they 'may ha/e made some mistakes when they measured. Darlen&is upset.

"I wanted to find the ranges., Then we could decide which tool to use by looking,:
. .

s a1 the,rangei. for each group of measurements. The measurements with the small-

est range would show"us which tool is. better. But, if the biggest and smallest

numbers'are mistakes, finding the ranges won't help,too much."
. e

. .

h

O
Clinton has a.sOlution. "Why don't we throw out the numbers.that I marked?

We (can trim them off the data. Then we can find the ranges for the measurements

we have left. We can find the trimmed-ranges."

Tania and Darlene* think Clinton has a good idea. But they remind him that

the sate number of'measurement5smust be trimmed from each end of the data. So

_they trim 2 measnrements from4each end of each set of data. Altogether, they

trim four measurements from each set Of data. Now the trimmed data look like
0

this.

,

-4TRIMAD DATA FOR TRUNDLE WHEEL (meters)

, 154, 157,, 157, 159, 159, 160, 14,

TRIMMED,DATA FOR TAPE MEASURE (neters)

1Xe, , 152, 152, 153, 154; 154c 155, 16, 34

.Darlene finds the range'for each set of trimmed data be,j, subtracting the small-
4

est number from the largestnumber:

TRUNDLE,WHEEL: 160 m - 154 m = 6 m
. cit,

TAPE MEASURE: 155 m - 152 m 703 m

All of the measurements for the trundle wheel are within 6 meters of each
other and All of the measurements for,the tape measure are within 3 meters of*

each other.

,

"We:should use the tape.measUre,"eayaDarlene.a, "It's a better 'toll to use

than the trundle wheel because the measuTements are closer rogether."
.."*"

"Ye4," says Clinton, "the nnmbert for.the trundle' wheel ere larger too. We

probably measured dips and BumPs in the ground with.the trundle wheel. The*tape

measure gives a better meastqement of the.length."
4 4 *. 1.

.

a

,

'



"I THE 1:1IDDLE4ANGE: "PREDING HEADS AND TAM

,:.Xou may ypnt to:predict which.numbers pre mosb

..1±4ely to *ple Uri when yop tois dIce.or how many,.
.,headS arg like:1y to come'uliVisn you,toss a .co,in

many times. One way'bO;make cipredltion that,
has a.5.0,4 chance:0 berni: right is to-find ehe

:MIDDLE AINGE'of the data. That is whab the. next

story.is about. -%

, .

Amy, Rico,-and Gus-want to find out if there is a pattern to the:number of
.heads ,that collie up When a set of:ten pennies is tossed-Many times. Rico thinks

that,fivsjleads will coite up the most often but Gus thinks that three heads or

,fbur heads are as likely to collie up as five heads. So Amy, Gus

--degidg o toss pennies'to see what:kind ofipattern"they get.
;. .

They decide that each of them will toss ten'pennies ten timessnd record

their real:Its. When ehey finish tossing, the.data look like this.
. -

lust Rico,'and

NUMBER OF HEADS INA TOSS OF TEN.PENVIES
-

4,,my'.6"Toeses

eRico'sjosses,

:Gus' Tossea

14, 5, 6, 8, 5, 6, 2, 5

5, 5,.3.,2, 6, 5, 5, 7; 10

"1,,6, 5; 4, 5,..6,%4., 8, 5, 6

Amy, GUS, and Rico'lqok at their results. They don't see any pattern'to the

tosses. Then Amy *says, "Let's put all our numbers in order from sma1lest to

largest. Maybe we will see-a pattern then." She lists the :umbers in order on

the board:

"Hey!" says Gus. "Now.I see a pattern. Thenumbers in the middle are re-
peated a lot: The numbers on the ends come up only once or twice. It looks

like 5 heads ane6 heads sre the most likely to come up."

Rico shows the teacher what they have done. "You have done a good job so

far," she says. "Now you can use the middle range to predict the number of

heads that will come up 50% of the time."

Rico tells Amy and Gus what the teacher said. "We can find the middle range.

The numbers that are in the middle range will have a 50% chance of coming up."

Amy wants to see. "What is the miale range? How do you find it?" She asks

Rico.

Rico explains sbme mor2. "It's easy," he says. "The middle range is the

range of the middle half dif the data. All we have to do is find"the middle
half of our data. Then we look at the largest and smallest numbers in the mid-
dle half. They tell what the range of the Middle half of the ctata is."

70
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Ten Rico finds the middle half of the data. First he counts the pieces of

jatp: :There are 30 pieces of data. He divides the number of pieces by four,

'and gpts 71/2. Then he changes the 71/2 to 7 because 7 is the next smaller whole

, ilumber. "I am dividing the data into 4 parts," he tells Amy. "But the parts
'won't be exactly equal because 4 doesn't divide into 30 evenly. Since I can't

- cross off 71/2 pieces of data from each end, I make the 71/2 be the next smaller

hole number and cross off 7 pieces of dAta from each end. The middle half of

,the data will be what is left." -- 4

Rico crosses off 7 pieces of data from h end. I Now the data look like

this.

Amy and Gus lookat what Rico has done. The small st number in the middle

range is 5. The largest number is 6. Five and\six a e the most likely number

of heads to come up when 10 pennies are tossed m4hy- mes. And 5 heads is more

likely than 6 heads because there are 10 fives and only 6 sixes in the middle

range.

Amy, Gus, and Rico are happy that they have found a way to predict how many
heads will come up when pennies are tossed. They decide that they will make

-up a game that uses penny tossing to tell the number of spaces to jump. They

know that they will jump 5 or 6 spaces more than any other number of spaces

if they use ten pennies.
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THE MIDDLE, RANGE: ,PREDICTIING A TEMPERATURE RANGE

Maybe you are'pldnning an Outdoor event, such as
a picnice fair, or.bicycle trip. Predicting
what the temperature range will be can help you
Plan your activities bett,c. You can uge the
MIDDLE RANGE to do this. That's what the next
story is about.-

Denise and Jason are planning activities for their class picnic which will be
held on May 26. Denise wonders whether it will be warm enough to go swimming.
Jason thinke that they should try to predict what the temperature will be on
May 26. Then they can plan activities to fit the temperature.

First they go to the library and find a book that lists temperatures. It

tells the highest temperature on May 26 for 1976, 1975, and all the way back to

1900. Denise and Jason want to use the highest temperatures beeause the picnic
will be held du ing the hottest part of the day. .

Denilse an, Jason decide that they will list the highest temperatures on

May 26 from 1949 to 1976. They will have 28 numbers. They think that is enough

numbers to make a prediction. Their list.looks like this.

TEMPERATURES FOR MAY 26 (°F)

YEAR
HIGHEST
TEMPERATURE YEAR

'HIGHEST
TEMPERATURE

1949 60 1963 67

1950 45- 1964 77

1951 76 1965 87

1952 65 1966 74

1953 67 1967 40

1954 70 1968 70

1955 74 1969 65

1956 66 : 1970 62 m

1957 70 1971 72

1958 67 1972 62-

1959 78 1973 49

1960 67 1974 51

' 1961 64 1975 72

1962 76 1976 53

7

There are a lgt of numbers on the list.1 Jason, who has read "How To" Make A
Histogram, knows what to do when there are a lot of numbers. "We can group these

temperatures by fives and make a histogram. We will be able to tell which tem-
peratures occur most often hySlooking at the columns of the histogram."

i72
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"Yes," says Denise, "a histogram will help

us to see the data better." So Jason and Denise

make a histogram. It looks like this.

Denise knows how to find the range. She

tells Jason, "The lowest temperature is in the

380-420 column. The highest temperature is in

the 830-870 column. So the temperature yange

for our picnic will be betweeh 38° and 87°P.Z

"Yes,",sass Jason, "but that's a difference

of almost 50 . We might as well not bother to

predict at all if %Ile have to use those tempera-

tures. If it's 38 ,I want to wear my winter

coat, and if it's 870, I want to go swimming.

We can't plan anything with a temperature

range like that.

41,
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Denise wonders who they can pftdict. Then she has an idea. "Why don't we

get rid of some of the temperatures that don't happen so often and find the

range of what's left?" she asks Jason.
-

Jason listens to Denise. "Q.K.," he says, "there are more Xs in the miatle

of the graph than on the sides. Let's just use the middle half of the data.

Here's how we can find the middle half: there are 28 Xs all together And half

of that is 14. there should be 14 Xs in the middle half of the data and,14

Xs outside. And 14 Xs Outside means 7 Xs on each end. We can just cross off

7 Xs from each end and look at what's left on the 'graph. And if we use.just

the middle half of the data, we will have 14 chances of being right and 14

chances of being wrong. That's a 50% chance of'being right. '

lo
So Jason crosses off 7 Xs from each end of

.the graph. There are 14 Xs left in the middle. 9

Now the graph looks like'this. " 8
7

Denise looks at the graph. "Now we can find 12 6

the range sf tgese temperatures. The range will k
go from 58-72 .

0
oc 4
ul

"Yes," says :Jason, "and if' we predict the tl 3

temperature will be 58°-72°F.; we'll hAve a E 2
3

50% chance of being right." 2 I

Denise looks at the graph again. She asks

Jason about the other Xs between 580 and 720

that are inside the loop but are crossed off. TErn(I.RATuRE (°F)
Jason is happy. "These Xs are in the 58° to 620 tolumn. That means that if

,we predict a temperature of between 58° and 72°F., we really have 16 chances'out

of 28 of being right instead of 14 chances. We have more than,a 50% chance of
-

being right." .
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"That's a good prediction," says Denise. "Weocan tell. the re'st of the class

thaf the temperatureowill probably be between 58 and 72 F. for the picnic.

That's a range of 14 . 'We can tell from these temperatures that games like
baseball, or volleyball, or badminton would be good activities but that it

will be too cold to go swimming."

The'next day Denise looks at the graph again. She wonders what the tempera-

ture radge would be for exactly the middle half oE the data.
%

Jason askp her, "You mean what the temperatures are on our first list for

the middle 14 Xs?"

"fes," says Denise. "I can see from the picture that 2 out of the 3 Xs in
the 58°42° column,are crossed off.. Only the-X. FOr fhe-hightst temperature in

that column is left."

"Let's find out what ttiat temperature is by looking at our first list," says

Jason. "But what about the other end? All of the Xs in the 68°-72° column are

included in the taiddle half of the data."

'We can look for the highest temperature on the list that fits in that

column, too. It's probably 720," Denise replies.

And so they do. They fook at the list for the highest temperature that could
be in the 58°%-62° column. First they circle all the temperatures on the list

that are in that column. Then they pick out the highest ond. It is 62°F. Next

they put checks next to all the temperatures that fit in the 68°-72° column.
They plck the highest temperature. It is 72°F. The list looks like. this.

TEMPERATURE'S FOR MAY 26 (°F)

'YEAR

HIGHEST
TEMPERATURE

HIGHEST
YEAR TEMPERATURE

1949 e 1963 67

0 1950 . 45 1964 77

1951 76 1965 87

1952 . 65 '1966 74

, 1953 67 1967 40

1954 701/ 1968 , 70 '''''

.

1955 74 1969 65-,

1956 66 1970.

1957 70,/, 1971 ...,

1958 67 1972 ODKIGHEST
1959 78 1973 49 ,

1960 67 lo 197'4 51

1961 64 IF 1975 72 v/H/11045sr

1962 76 1976 53

"Isn't this intereSting?" says Denise. "The temperature range for the exact

middle half of the data is ffbm 62° to 72°. That's a range of only 10°. That's

, an even better prediction than we got yesterday. But it doesn't change our

plans for the picnic. We can still play volleyball, or baseball, or badminton."
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WHEN CAN YOU USE-DIFFERENT KINDS OF RANGES?

, FOR ONE SET OF DATA,

use the FULL RANGE to find out how much your
data varies or changes. You may.want to
find the range of a set of test scores or
the price range of a product. Th'e story

called "The Full Range: Finding A Price
Range" tells about this.

use the TRIMMED RANGE when you need to trim
your data because of possible errors or
because of measurements that won't happen
again.

use the MIDDLE RANGE to predict the number
of heads.that Will come up 50% of the time
when you toss coins or to predict a tem

, perature range that will'have a 50% chance
of being right. See the stories called
"The Middle Range: Predicting-Heads and
tails," and "The Middje Range: Predicting
a Temperature Range."



FOR TWO SETS OF DATA,
,

. .

use the FULL RANGE when you want to compare
two different things to see which thing

changes more or less. You can compare the
price ranges of two different products or.
the test res for two groups.of children.

/

, use the TRIMMED RANGE when you want to
compare two different things but you need
to trim the data because of possible
errors or because of medsurpments that

won't happen again. "The Trimmed Range:
Deciding Which Tool is Better" tells about
this.

:

,

use the MIDDLE RANGE en you want to
compare the middle 5 % two.sets of data.

INU can compare the tempe ature ranges for
two different months or'the middle range of
coin tosses for two sets Of data.

..

15

i

ME MIDDLE 'RANGE FOR
MARCH is 45°- 68°F.

ME ilt I DDLE RUGE
FoR mny Is 5-41°-6,7°F-

L

s

._,
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THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

1. The FULL RANGE is the difference between the
lergest and smallest numbers in a set of data.

It shows how much the data changes or varies.

DATA

.:3,cm, 7 cm, 8 qin, 9 cM, 10 cm; 11 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm

15 cm -7/3 cm = 12 cm THE FULL RANGE

2. The TRIMMED RANGE is the difference betwqen
the largest and smallest numbers in a trimmed'

set of data.

TRIMMED DATA

The TRIMMED RANGE
is 5 cm.

3 cm, 8 cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 1116, 12 cm, 15 cm

, /
12 cm - 7 cn = 5 Cm t-----THE TRIMMED RANGE

3. The MIDDLE RANGE goes from the smallest to the

largest number i the middle half of the data.

\ \ /' - \ / \/'
.

,

3 cm, 7 cm, 8..cm, 9 cm, 10 cm, 11 cm , 12 gm, 15 cm

/ \ / \
,,I

%

MIDDLE HALF OF DATA

11 cm - 8 cm = 3 cm (------MIDDLE'RANGE

Sometimes you may want to use the smallest

and largest numbers in the.middle range..

Sometimes you may want to fifid the'differenae
between the largest and smallest numbers in
the middle renge.

,

The MIDDLE RAN6E'
of my data is from
8 cm to 11 cm.

14
07 0
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4. You always, find the RANGE the same way, even

if_it's a TRIMMED RANGE o a,MIDDLE RANGE.
You subtract the smallest nuMber from the
largest number in the data you are using.
-But-bometimes'you use.only a part of the data

(when you are finding a trimmed.range or a

middle range). Then you have to do somethlng

to the data before finding the range.

5. The RANGE is a KEY NUMBER. But it is-diffttetit---

from the other key numbers. The RANGEtells
how much a set df data changes or varies.
The other KEY NUMBERS are the MEDIAN, the
MODE, and the MEAN. They all tell what a
typical number or measurement may be.for
a set of data.

We tell what a typical
number or measurement
may be for a set of data.

maybe the MODE or the MEDIAN or the MEAN4,
; would be better to use than the RANGE for
your,data. Or maybe you can solve your
problem by using a RANGE and another KEY
,yUMBER. If you are not sure about which
KEY-NOMBER to use, you can look at "How
To" WI What'Your Data ShOw and "How To"
Use Key Numbers to Compare Two Sets of
Data.

I'm the DIFFERENCE
of the largest and
smallest numbers in

a set of data.

17

I)

I tell how the dat:
changes or varies.

.

We'll solve the
problem together!

,
, .
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Do you have only one set
of data? Do you want to
find out more about KEY

At NUMBERS? Then read "How To"

USE KEY NUMBERS
Tell What Your Data Show.

TO COMPARE MO SETS OF DATA
Maybe you have collected two sets of data, but Am don't know what to do with

your data. You may want too find out one of these things:

,

Which of two thing4
is better to use?

Has a change made
something better?

..).-

IHESVelliNGGAIM)
1t4Pft4Y )

SoccEl -1.--A

Ot/C

(

Do 'two groups want
the same thing?

NOINMANY
WANT
GRAPE?

WAIN DRINK SHOuLD
WE SERVE AT ouR
PARTY. 80Y5' GIA.S
MAIN HI "
ORAPC
011.AM6C
ROOT kilt

CAL

Which tool gives

a more exact

measurement?

It is better,to compare your data than to guess. You will be more confident of

your results. And so will others.

KEY NUMBERS will make the data easy to compare. You can find a KEY NUMBER for

each set of data.. You may want to find the MEDIAN, or the MEAN, or the MODE,

or the RANGE for each set of data. They are all KEY NUMBERS. Then you can

compare the two KEY NUMBERS. It is easier to compare two numbers than to

compare two big bunches of numbers.

But how will you know which KEY NUMBERS to compareffor YOUR data?

;

THAT DEPENDS. It depends on what your data'are like.
It depends on what you want to find out from your data.

1

The stories inside use KEY NUMBERS to compare two sets of data. They will help

you decide the best way to compare your sets of data using KEY NUMBERS.

WHAT'S INSIDE PAGE
...

DEFINITIONS OF KEY NUMBERS
, 2

COMPARING MEDIANS TO FIND OUT WHICH THING IS BETTER 5'

COMPARING MEANS WHEN THE NUMBERS ARE UNUSUAL
.

7
.. . .

COMPARING MODES TaPICK,ONE THING .

9

COIVARING RANGES TO SEE'dHANGES IN THE DATA
4t,

11

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WITH YOUR DATA? r
15

#1

©1971 by Education Development4Center, Inc. All rights* reberved
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DEFINITIONS OF KEY NUMBERS

MEDIAN: The middle number in a set of data that has been put in order frovv

smallest to largest. There are just as many numbers sMaller than the median

as there are numbers larger than the median.

agM2.4.1p22,25162,s

WHY DOI ALWAYS END U1)
IN THE MIDDLE?

MEAN: The number that show the amount per week, per person, per meter.

You can find the mean by dividing the sum of the numbers in your so of

data by the numher of numbers in your set of data. The mean is often

c'alled the average.

0 22 +19 +26 + 2o +17+25

0 -1-20 + 21+28 = 1'U

me
. .

18

MODE: The number or thing that is listed the most times in a set of data.

If mu make a bar graph, the mode is-shown by the highest bar.

I'M THE MEAN
YOU HAVE TO
DIVIDE TO
FIND ME

IM THE-MODE.
THERE IS MORE OF
ME THAN ANY
OTHER FLAVOR.

FAVORITE FLAVORS

3

c's n

3
(1 0° 411,

FLAVOR.

4
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RANGE: Tht full range is the difference between the largest and smallest

mbers in a set of data. It shows how much the data changes or varies.

4i 120
cm

130.
C M

OUR HEIGHTS

LARGEST GO FROM 615"\11

TO 150cm
OUR HEIGHTS

HAVE A FULL RANGE
OF 55cm

(- M1C"

LARGEST

FULL

.1

RANGE

55cm

TRIMMED RANGE: The trimmed riange is the difference between tha'r largest and

smallest.numbers in a trimmed set of data.

n

TRIMMED SET OF DATA

I .

4

LARGEST

OUR TRIMMED
HEIGHTS GO FROM
105cm TO NO cm.

THESE HEI6I-ITS HAVE

A TRIMMED 1?ANGE

OF 35crn;

^
5r1,, TRIMMED

RAIT&E
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4

..

MIDDLE RANGE: This range goes from the smallest to the largest number in the-

middle half of the data. .

L.ARGEGT

,4

Sometimes you may want to use the smalleseand largest numbers in the middle

range.

-

'THE MIDDLE
RANGE G0E5 FROIA

11S cm TO-130cm,

. .. , .

Sometimes you maY"wane to find the diffeience between the largest awl smallest
tnuMbers in the middle ra4e- - )

..., -

,

,c



CdMPARING-MEDIANS TO FIND OUT WfiICH THING IS BETTER'

You maythate collected data about tw8
different gpoups or thinge. Maybe yOu
want to find out which group...pr thing

is bigger> or4tronger, or takes
longer. You may want to compare:

the.heligitAKtof two-groups of plants
the strengi aftwo brands ofitring
the time it takes two different
groups of children.to cross the
street

You mayhave measured or tested each group
or thing.many times. Now you have two big
bunches.of numbers. What can you do?

You can find the. MDIAN of each set of data. Then you will only have TWb
numterq to look at.. It 4111 be easy to decide which group or thing is better.
That's what the children in this story do.

Joan,*.Helena, and Cary want to find,out which brand pf kd.te stringas the
strongest., They have made up a test to find out. First'they tie a book to.
one end of a piece of string. 'Then, Juan ties the other end of the string to
.a piece of wood clamped to the top of a ladder. Helena drops the book from,
'different heighta until the strin4'bteaks. While Helena and Juan test each
brand of string ten times, Cary records the resplts. When the testing is

finished, the data look like this.

TESTING'STRING MARCH 3.

BRAND lEIGHTS AT WHICH STRING,BRORE (cM),
,

Brand'A, 36, 45, 32, 42, 38, 41, 43, 35, 40,
.

42

Brand'E 32, 30, 31, 40, 33, 32, 37, 34, 33.; 27

-"What do we do with all theie numbers?" ask'Cat5r and Juan. Helena, who has
. read "How To4' Find The Median, says, "It's easy.. We just have to tind the
. , .-

, . 4median for eaCh list. 11 Shejmtites the numberk for each kind of string in order'
from smallest to laiVsti The numbers look likethis. ^*

Brand A ' 32, 35; 36,38, 40*, 41, 42, 42, 43, 45

Erapd p 27,,_30, 31, 32, 324 33, 33, 34, 37, 40

.

Helpna crosses .ofe numbers from the ends of each rft until there are only
(p4o-numbers left in each list. Now the lists, look like this.

Brand A

STan

-It, ) 34c NG 40, 41,

4"K.'KK X) 32) 33t ". C

r

.7

r

4

5

t?' 441

2
-
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She says, "If there were'only one number left in each list, that would be the

median. But tinere are tWo numbers left. The median is the number halfway be-
,

meen the two numbers."

She finds the numbor halfway between 40 and 41 in the first set of data. It

is 40.5. Then she finds thd number halfway.between 32 and 33 in the second

list of data% It is 32.5. 40.5 centimeters and 32.5 centimeters are the medians

of the two,sets of dip.

The median height for Brand'A (40.5 cm) is 8 centimeters greater than the

median height for Brand B (32.5 cm). Cary wonders whether the 8 centiteter dif-

.ference really proves\that Brand A is stronger.

The group asks the teacher. He says, "You have to compare the 8 centimeter
difference between the mealems with the, middle range of each-set of your data.
If the difference between phe medians is about as large or larger than both the

middle ranges, you can say that Brand A is stronger than Brand B."

Jpan, Heleria,and Cary read "How To" Find Different Kinds of Ranges. Helena

finds the middle range for the Brand A data. First, she puts theldata'in order

from smallest to largest. Then she counts the pieces of data. There are 10

pieces of data. Next,.she divides 10 by 4. Htr answer is 2 That is a frac-

tional number so she rounds it down to tht next lawer whole number. She changes

21/2 to 2. Then she crosses off 2 numbers from each end of the Brand A data. The

data look like this.

BRAND A HEiGHT0(cm) X 36, 38, 40,1,41? 42, 42,A X

,T4e " 44 le range for Brand-A is from 36 centimeters to'42 centimeters. Lt is

6 cettim- -

Juin finds he middle range for Brand B. It is from 31 centimeters to 34

centimeters. Itis only 3 centimeters. The Brand B Aata look like this. ,

I0

BRAND B HEIalTS (cm) 27, 30,31, 32, 32, 33, 33, 34, 374 40
c -

"The,middle ranges are 6 centimeters for Brand A and 3 centimeterp fpr Brand,B,"

. says Cary. ,IThey are both smaller than the '8 centimeter difference between the
( .

medians. .Nolo we know for sure that Brand A .is stronger." '

.
.%

. , .- .

.
*

'.
*. * . *

.
,

.

.

,

'!:,
! ,

,

In this Story the group found the ME6IANS fOt set;'aral sets.of data'. In order,

to decide whether the sets were:really differnt they tioi,mpared the difference
between.the MEDIANS and the largest MIDAE RANGE of the sets.

, ,..- .

The pIDDLE RANGE is the difference between the
largest and Smallest numbers.in the (middle half

hF n.' of t data. *e MIDDLE RANGE tells how much
the numbers in the'middle half of the data 1

. VARY or CHANGE.

. . , , . ,

i

The,group found that the difference between t'he 'MD/ANS was larger than the.

lárger AIDDLE PANGE.,.They were then mire that the difference between the
, _ 1

...

MEDIONS was not just,the result of variaVd!is in the data.. There wasla real

difference between the sets, of. datt. . ..-.7-: '.: . 1

a' .

-7 4" Z'.
_, ''...4 . %..

.*.0.>, C,

C., 1

.. 41 .* ..f. -
. *.t.. . - ,. .1

r., 4, .

.
. .

: .
.
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COMPARING MEANS WHEN THE NUMBERS ARE UNUSUAL

Maybe You have collected two sets of data
about the same thing. You may have col-,

lected data about something BEFORE CHANGES
WERE MADE and AFTER CHANGES WERE BADE.

Your data might be two sets of test
scores'about something you were
learning.
Your data might be how long students
spend waiting in the lunch line be-
fore and after changes have been
made in the lunchroom.

When yam have data like these, you can find
,the MEDIAN fOr each set of data and then
coMpate.theM;: Or you can find the MEANS
.and ComPare them. The MEDIANS or the
,MEANS will 'usually tell you whether there

as been a change or.not,

In the next Story, the'children find the
MEAN fdr'eadb set of data. Then they

co43re MEANS. yhy do they use the

:MEAN? Read the story and find out.
V

r

. .

,Bella, Peter, and Bernie are working.on improving'the lunchroom. Most chil-

. dren think the lunch line is too slow, and they:want to see if maki $ changes
in the...lunchroom schedule willmakejt go'faster..:They have alread timed how

long it,,-takea One class from each grade to go through the lutIc line on differ-

ent 4s.

REFORE
7

They have been carefql about ay they Th4 have tinied each class
. , t

from when the firsi' person in the class gets,g6 line 6 when the last person
sits down to,..eat.: :Thetr-list of 0:4sserit aTO times looks like this.

'

., .' TIME INA,UNCH LINE : OCTQBER 10-12 .

--0-..

,.. . .

-,- ,

iNaikt*k pE KNUTES IN:LUNCH LIN
..e

Day /. Day 2 Day 3 .

-Room 0 ,

Room 18 ...
. . . 1 ,

I!Pom, §

Rook 22 :

Room 4

41toom 15..

4

ii
9

10

8

a
11

14:.

: 12:
12. :

: 11

. ,]..i..

..11...

: 16'

- "15

. 14

12

.. 13

141

.

;,.

! .

..

,...
'' .

, .
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Bella and her group set up a new schedule of lunch times. The children use

the new schedule for two weeks. Then Bernie, Peter, and Bella eime the same

classes using the new schedule. Their second set of data looks like this.

TIME IN LURCH LINE (NEW SCHEDULE) NOVEMBER 11-13

ROOM NUMBER OF MINUTES IN LUNCH LINE
.

Day 1 Day,2 Day 3. -,

, 0

Robm 10 9 7 10

Room 18 7 8 11
.

Room 6 /A 8
.

9 9

Room 22 8 7 ,9

Room 4 7 10 10

a001:11 15 10 12 11

The group looks at.all the time from the first data chart and alrsthe times-

'from the second data.chart. There\are a lot of numbers. They want to use the

numbers to find out if the students are going through the line faster with the

.new schedule. 'But they don't know exactly what to do.

Bella wants

find the mean.

Bella saYs,

to find the median for each set of times. But Peter wants to

(He has read "How To" Find the Mean.)

'"I think the median is,easier to find."

But Peter thinks that the mean is hetter. He says, "It's just as much

trouble to put the numbers in order from smallest to largest as it is to add

them all u And divide. But I have another reason for,wanting to use the mean.

We have bee careful with our data. We threw out all the data that we thought

might he ,jnjakes. If we'take the mean, we will be us all of the data,

even the days when the times were quite long pr short. ifwQ use the.median,

we will lose those times."

Bernie thinks about what Peter has sai.4. He says, "Times are long when

everyone wants to buy the hot lunch. Times are short when a lot of children.

are absent. But se times should be inCluded in our figuring."

So the group
mean is better t

They compute

for Day 1,,Day
first )0t of ti

cides to find the mean of each !set of times.. They think the'

use for these data thatie median.

the,mean'for;the 4rst set of mes. They add all the times

, and Day 3 together And then d ide hy 18. The mean for ,the

es is 12 minutes.

Then they compute th/mean
is 9 minutes. The differenc
pleased that the new schedu
IhOrter by 3 minutes.,

11.

or the second set of timAs in the same way. It

between the two means'is 3 minuteg. Everyone is

e has Made the m-gan time spent aaiting in line

"NW



COMPARING MODES TO PICK ONE THING

Sometimes when you collect data, all you
want to know is what got the most votes
or what the most peopleolike.. You may
want to compare data from two groups of
people to find out whether the two groups
like the spme thing best or like different
things best.

You may want to find out whether you
can buy one game for yaur classroom
that bath boys and girls like best
o4whether you need to buy"two games.
You may want to find out whether you
can pick one flavor of soft drink for.
two' different grades or whether you

need two flavors.

If you are trying tb decide something like this, you fan find the MODE for eacb

set of data. Looking at the MODES may help you solve ygur problem. That's how

the students in the next story solved theirs.

Julia, Keith, and Rene are-in charge of picking a game to buy for the class

that every9ne will like. First, they survey the clasi to find out what the

favorite game is. They ask the studenes to vote for all the games they difte.

Their data look like this.

Julia haa,read "How To" Find the Mode.
She sighs. "It looks like the indoor

basketball wins. It's the MODE. \It got

tee most votes. I don't really like
indoor basketball, thoughii wish we

could get something

"The other girls in the Class don't
'really like indoor.basketball tifat much-

either," says Rene. "But there are
more boys,in the class than girls. .

Maybe can vote on the games again."

Keith wants to be fair. He doesn't.

want to get a game that many students
in the Class won't use. "I have an
idea,'" he "Let's do another

survey but this time we can coufit up
the tioys' votes and the 4.rls' Votes

separately. Then'lie can,see which

game the girls lik4 best add which
game the boys like best."

c

t,

,

FAVORITE GAMES

GAME NUMBER WHO
LIKE Il

y

. Checkers ., 10

Bowling . 11

Indoor Basketball r 18

Masterthind 1 7

Chess 9

Twister . 12

Parcheesie 4

Horseshoes 31

Monopoly, .

Darts
!

.

11
..

6
_

a St

1

. .

4
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Julia and Rene agree. The group surveys the class again. They co t the

girls votes and the boys' votes separately. The data look like this

FAVORITE GAMES

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

GAME BOYS WHO GIRLS WHO

LIKE IT LIKE IT"
..

Checkers

,

3 7'

,Howling 8 3

Indoor Basketb/)15 3

Mastermind 2 5

Chess . 5 4

Twister 0 12

Parcheesie 2 - 2

Horseshoes 9 2

Monopoly 2 9

Darts. °
i , , 9

5 1

. - "Look," says Rene, "The boys do like indoor basketball best and the girls

like Twister,best. Indoor basketball the mode for the boys and Twister is

the mode for the girls. What do we.do now?"

"We should buy two games," says Keith, "More of the boys,voted for indbor

basketball than Any other game.' None of the other games got that many votes;

And Twister got the most votes for the girls. Monopoly was second and got only

9 votes."

So Keith, Julia, end Rene decide that they should get two gamep for the class.

"But what if we only could buy one game?" asks' Julia. "What-would we do?"

Keith is happy to hp Julia.)01e tells her that there is a way to use the

data to pick just one n4-tbat making d graph.would help them decide %Mich

game to buy. He adds t at there is a booklet that tells more about this: "How

To" Use Graphs to Compare ND 9ets of Data. -Julia decides that-she,will look

,at the booklet to find the answers to her'questions. ,

°
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COMPARING RANGES TO SEE CHANGES IN THETATA

Sometimes when you need to compare two
different things, you may not want to
know which thing is bigger, or stronger,

or takes,longer. Instead, you may want

to know which thing changes more.,.,,,,,-

Maybe you want to com are hor much,
the temperature usual y changes

during two different nths Of 'theto
year.

Maybe gou want tofind out which
method of.learning spelling words
shows greater differences between
pretest and posttest scores.

.Maybe you want to compare the'
changes irr meaSuremehts for two
differnt., tools to find out which

one is better td use.

Then it is better to compare RANGES for
each set of data than to compare mediaris.
(The RANGE tells you how much,the numbers
in each set of data change or vary.)

In the next story, three students find out Chat they need.to

to solve their problem: 1

I

Caroline, Justine, and Troy are trying to decide which is the best tool'to

use tO mtasure their glassroom. They have measured the width of their'class-
rooka dozen times with a ruler. .They have also measured it a dozen times

with meter stick. After they put each set of data in order from smalleSt X(5.

largest, their results Look like this.

11'

compare RANGES '

ROOM WIDTHS USING A RULER (cm)

884,888,. 891,,893, 894, 894, 894, 895, 896, 896, 899,

ROOM WIbTHE USING A METER STICK (cm)

, 890, 893., 894, 894, 895, 895, 896, 896, 896, 898; .9,01

The children first decide to find the median of each set of.data. The

medians are easy to find. They are 894#-centimeters using 0 rillei.0nd 895.,

centimeters using a metier stick.

wegt

\)

;1_

. r ,
e.

:
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Troy 'looks at the medians. "The median using a

meter sticg is bigger. But how does that.help us
to decidg which tool to use?"

No one answers. No one in the group can tell.
The tediant'do not help tfiem'io,decide.which tool

4

to use. '

Afxer a short discussion, the group decides to

make graphs of theft.data. TheY think that by
_

. looking at the'graphs they may, see something that
will help them to decide.

Their,graPhs lOok like this.

a

.

.1 I
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..0cir0Ine:1Ookd,at ehe graphs. ,She'looks at"the.hisgest namber and'smaqes'.i,.

.
number on each.graph. ShOriteOhese numbers down on%her..0aper.' She, thinks. .

that these uUbberg.might)htliWthe eroap dectde'becauSe 0;e has'illiiked,'Oat,'
...,1t

..

the graph for the rulerig widr than the 'graph for the peter sE Abe.,
. idk... .

stiOws,t,he'Ogiler tp the rest.c4;tbe grows,...It looks like
g 1 - 0 .. , t ,

,

41,

e

.
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"How-far apart are those numbers?" agks TrOy. Caroline:figUr4s .bet how Tar

apart the numbers are by subtracting: .

. ., '

'Ruler: 942 tm - 884'cm =-- 18 cm

Meter .Stick: 901 cm -, f389' cid F: 12 cm ''.., :

g .
,

Troy sAys; "I think the meter stick is better to, use beciiibe.the answers
weren't swdifferent when we meaiured with it.".

. -:!,-.

. , .

,
,,, ., .

. ,
., - . ..,..

,Caroline is 'not so sure that dither the ruler or.rWmeter stiak is good
enough. Even the 12 centimeter,difference forthe*teF..stick seems like a lot..
Caroline says thatShe doesn't;Want her'measurementeti?,be.pff by that,much.

, . .

.

.
, .

Justine looks at the graPhs agqn. "I just noticed.,something," she says.

"The measurements that are high'and low.in each set of data are, 9uite far away

from the,other,numbers." .
. .

"What do you mean?" asks Troy.

Justine'puts a.check mark over the Xs thai she

O. -5
cou
Icg 3Er 2
'z

14;allellUSINO A RuLFR 11111

IOW RI II MIN
11111111111111111111111110111111111PAIIIII
allifill1174111111111101141111E1Millakilli
1111110111111101111111110101021Millirli
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MIMS11111
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1111 il 111 a mum

1111 0111111111115rA
II 111 'MUM x ME 11111111111M111111

II MI IWARIIIIIMIE0011011110. III
911

4 Room :viDT14 S

Troy says, "We probably,mide some mistakes
throw out.those numbers?".

*}
r

,t "Yes7,' says CarOlihe.:"They probably Are mistakes: They,are 3 cintimeter,s

or more from most of the-measurements., They can be trimmed 'Then-otha ;

biggest and smallest numbers will i)e closer together. tut we should trim off
the alime amounts from each end. 'Let's trim off two numbers' from%each end on
both of,the graphs." :

995

when wecmeasurd,:14,h,can't we
. ,

,

,

r'
714

,
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A

Juitine-trim4rthe four Xs from each graph.

She trims two ,Xs from each end. The tqmmed

graphs loa like this.

-
Justine looks at.the highest and lowest

numbers on'the'trimmed graphs. She figures

out jlow.,farr aparC these numbers are by

subtraCting:

,Ruler: .896. cm - 891 cm = 5 cm

Mater Stick: 896 cm - 893 cm = 3 cm

All of the measurements for the ruler are
within 5 centimeters of each other and all of
the measurements for the meter stick are within
3 centimeters of each pther.

Caroline thinks that 3 centimeters is not
,too great a difference to allow for. The group
decides that the meter stick is a better tool
to.use to measure the room. It is better than'
the ruler because the measurements are -Cloier

. 4together.

In this story, the group looked
smallest numbers on each graph:
largest number for each graph.
of data.

Lt.
c:t " 8-1

IMIZIMI
ME
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- 893173044g%
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at the difference Eetween the largest and
They.subtracted the smallest number ftom the

This 'gave them the FULL RANdE for each set

'

The FULL RANGE.is the difference between the largest 1

and smallest numbers in a set of data: The" FULL

RANGE tells how much.numbers in'a set of data VARY
or CHANGE.

,

Then the group noticed that some of the numbers in the set of data were quite
large or small'.,compared to the other numbers. So they threw out the two"

,biggest and'$mallest numbers in each set of data. They trimmed some data
-from each graph% Then they found the range again for each set of trimmed

data, illey found the TRIMMED RANGE. They compared the TRIMMED RANGES to de-
_aide which tool to Use.

4

4 .

The'TRIMMED RANGE is.the difference between the larg-
est and vallest numbers in a,trimmed set of,data. ,

The TRIM4ED RANA. tells how much numbers in a trimmed
-see of data VARY or CHANGE.

IF YOU WTO hNp our
'MORE ABOUT RANGES, YOU
CAN READI`j-lOW TO" FIND
DIFFE.RENILgINDS OFRANGES.

92
,



WHAT SHOULD YOU DO WITH YOUR DATA?

If you don't find what you 15

need in-this booklet,"see
"How Td" Use Graphs To
Compare Two Sets of nate
for some other ideas,'

Before.you do anything with your data, look at your numbers.

Do you have TWO sets of data? If you have ONLY ONE set of data, read
"How To" Tell What Your Data Show. Iyou have MORE THAN 11.70 sets of
data, tdtpare them the same way as you would two sets of data.

Do your numbers make sense? Did you measure what you wanted to
measure? If your data locik wrong, you may have to collect new data.
If you have SURVEY DATA, read "How To" 114;ks An Opinion Survey.
If your data are MEASUREMENTS, read "HOw To" Collect Good Data.

Suppose you have checked your numbers. They look O.K. What should you do
with your data? WhichKEY NUMBERS should you compare? You can follow this
checklist. It will help you decide.

1. Kndw why you collected your data.
Talk with your group about what you
want to find out.

2. Do you want to find out which of two
different things is bigger, is stronger,
or takes longer?

a

Sometimes you caa'compare medians.
You should compare medians some ,

of the data are likely to be mistakes
or are due to something that won't
appen again.

u can compdre medians when none of
e numbers are unusually large or
11.

4

(,) '3
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Sometimes you can compare means.,

You can compare means when none of .

the numbers are unusually large or
small.
You should compare means if some of'
the numbers are unusually large,or
small but aritt, due to something that

may happen again.

Most Of the tithe it doesn't matter. You

can use MEDIANS to compare your data, or
you can use MEANS to 'compare your data.

If you have trouble deciding whether to'
compare the medians or the means, read
"How To" Tel What Your Data Show.

. Do you watt to find out if two groupa of
c, C

) people like the same thing best,01- like

-different things'best? Then find the
MODE for each set of data.

edc

. rr

. Do you want to find 6ut which of two
things changes more or less?, Then you
can find the RANGE (or the TRIMMED
RANGE) for each set Of-data and com-
pare them.

5. Are you still coneused a1out what tg do with your data? Maybe doing one ot
these things will help.-

A. \Lobk at the examples in this
bodklet again.

B. Try Making a graph of your data.

4111.
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C. Look at your data again to.
-

decide what you want to
find out.


